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ABSTRACT
The atmospheric temperature reflects the thermal balance of the atmosphere and is a
valuable indicator of climate change. It has been widely recognized that the atmospheric
gravity wave activity has a profound effect on the large-scale circulation, thermal and
constituent structures in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT). Temperature
distribution in this region is an essential component to identify and quantify gravity
waves. Observation from remote sensing instruments on satellite platforms is an effect-
ive way to measure the temperature in the MLT region.
A miniaturized satellite payload is developed to measure the atmospheric temperat-
ure in the MLT region via observing the O2A-band emission. Following a Boltzmann
distribution, the relative intensities of the emission lines can be used to derive the tem-
perature profile. Based on the spatial heterodyne spectroscopy, this instrument is cap-
able of resolving individual emission lines in the O2A-band for the spatial and spectral
information simultaneously. The monolithic and compact feature of this spectrometer
makes it suitable for operating on satellite platforms.
In this work, the characterization of the instrument is investigated for the purpose
of simultaneously measuring multiple emission lines of the O2A-band. The instrument
is explored through a series of experimental methods, providing characteristics of the
instrument and evaluation of its performance. In spatial and spectral domain, Level-
0 and Level-1 data processors are developed to convert the raw data to the calibrated
spectral radiance for further temperature and gravity wave characterization.
Within this framework, the performance of the utilized detector is evaluated along
with its radiation tolerance in space environment. In the processor, the detector artifacts
are corrected based on the measurements in laboratory or in space. The radiometric
response of the instrument is characterized on a pixel-by-pixel basis using a blackbody.
An interferogram distortion correction algorithm is developed to correct for the spatial
and phase distortion induced by the detector optics. Further, localized phase distortion
correction is implemented to correct for the remaining phase error. Unwanted ghost
emission lines are removed based on two dimensional Fourier transform. In the spectral
domain, the processing steps mainly consist of wavelength calibration and instrument
spectral response correction, including filter response correction and modulation effi-
ciency correction.
As an in-orbit verification, the AtmoSHINE instrument was successfully deployed
in space on 22th of December, 2018. In the first test phase, the functionality and the
performance of the instrument in space were verified. The detector dark current meas-
urement in orbit is consistent with the ground-based results. Based on the the calibra-
tion procedures and the developed data processing algorithms, the O2A-band emission
lines can be successfully resolved. A cross-verification of the AtmoSHINE limb ra-
diance profile with other satellite payload measurements indicates that the radiometric
performance of the instrument is within the expectation. The retrieved temperature para-
meters are studied with respect to different number of samples and different objective
functions in the optimization. This work verifies the ability of the instrument to derive
the atmospheric temperature in the MLT region and its potential application in gravity
wave detections.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research background
1.1.1 Atmospheric structure
Looking at the Earth from outer space, the atmosphere shall be compared to a light
transparent veil in an uninterrupted movement. The environment for most of the human
activities so far is limited to the bottom layer of the atmosphere, the upper edge of the
atmosphere is connected to the space. The atmosphere protects the Earth’s surface from
direct exposure to solar radiation, especially ultraviolet (UV) light. It also reduces the
occurrence of extreme temperature difference throughout the day. The composition of
the atmosphere, the temperature and other physical properties vary significantly with
height. According to the temperature distribution, the atmosphere is generally divided
into different layers, namely troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere
(Figure 1.1). The boundary regions that act as the barriers in between are called the tro-
popause, stratopause and mesopause, where the vertical temperature gradient changes
its sign.
The troposphere, according to its Greek word tropein, is the region with the most
frequent mixing activities. This layer contains approximately three-quarters of the total
air mass and almost all of the water vapor and aerosols. The upper bound of the tropo-
sphere changes with latitude and season: the troposphere extends from the Earth surface
up to around 8 km in the polar regions and 18 km in the tropics. In this layer, the de-
creasing temperature with the increasing height is mainly due to the adiabatic cooling
effect with a lapse rate of about -6.5 K/km.
The stratosphere extends from the upper tropopause to an altitude of about 50 km.
The airflow in this region is very stable, no strong vertical convective activity happens.
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Figure 1.1: Atmosphere temperature structure up to 130 km. The profile is extracted
from the MSIS model at 40◦N 60◦E on Mar 22, 2012.
The mixing effect between the troposphere and the stratosphere is also very weak. In the
stratosphere, the water concentration drops rapidly due to the “water trap” effect induced
by the low temperature in the tropopause region. The gradual temperature increase with
height is mainly associated with the absorption of ultraviolet solar radiation by ozone
molecules, the ozone mixing ratio profile has its maximum around 30 to 35 km.
The mesosphere covers an altitude range of around 50 - 85 km, the temperature is
again continuously decreasing and the minimum temperature is achieved at the top of
this layer. As the temperature decreases with the increasing altitude, the mesosphere
supports strong motions in the vertical direction. Since the atmospheric density of the
mesosphere is very low, its thermal structure is strongly influenced by solar UV radiation
absorption of ozone and oxygen for the heating effect, and the infrared radiation emitted
by carbon dioxide for the cooling effect.
Above the mesosphere is the thermosphere, this layer extends up to 500-600 km
altitude. The gases in this layer are partly ionized due to the absorption of short wave
(<0.175 µm) solar UV radiation by oxygen and nitrogen molecules. The air in this area
is extreme sparse, therefore the thermosphere temperature mainly describes the kinetic
energy of the molecules and atoms. Due to the absorption effect and the low density,
its temperature can change significantly, sometimes several hundred Kelvins during the
day.
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1.1.2 Remote sensing of the Earth atmosphere
Remote sensing of the atmosphere is the key to better understanding atmospheric pro-
cesses, which are important for weather and climate. The term remote sensing refers to
the technique of collecting information about the objects at certain distance. Within this
concept, the information of the atmosphere is propagated to the instrument by means of
electromagnetic radiation. Therefore, deriving the atmospheric information from the ra-
diation characteristics measured by the instrument requires a retrieval process. Passive
remote sensing technique detects energy that is naturally available, such as the radiation
from a natural source (sun, moon, stars) after reflection or scattering, or the detectable
energy that is naturally emitted by the atmosphere (e.g. thermal infrared). An active re-
mote sensing instrument emits radiation (e.g. laser) toward the target to be investigated,
the reflected radiation is then detected and measured by the sensor.
The remote sensing technique can be carried out on different platforms, e.g. ground,
rocket, balloon, aircraft and satellite. Ground based measurements are taken near to the
location of the observed targets and typically offer continuous observations with good
temporal resolution (Wang, 2010; Kalicinsky et al., 2016; Melo et al., 2001). However,
ground-based observations lack of providing measurements of atmospheric variables
over the ocean and is only rarely available in rural regions. Due to the scattering effect
of sunlight some ground based optical instruments are also restricted by the clear-sky
condition during the observation at nighttime.
Sounding rockets and balloons are important tools for atmospheric research, they
provide the unique access for in-situ measurements in the height range between 25 and
150 km (Offermann, 1987; Kokin and Lysenko, 1994; Barth, 1966; Smit et al., 2007).
These experiments are suitable for addressing atmospheric processing on small spatial
scales. The local snapshot property makes these measurements a natural complement
to the validation and co-analysis of model calculation and satellite measurements. High
flying balloons cover a broad range of altitudes for the atmospheric measurements, es-
pecially in the 22-40 km region, which is higher than the altitude reached by a normal
aircraft (Mauersberger, 1981; Hofmann et al., 1990; Smit et al., 2007).
Airborne remote sensing can offer very high spatial resolution images during a
period of time (Riese et al., 2014). Manned and increasingly unmanned aircraft, with
their ability to maneuver and cruise over an area, can provide much denser spatial and
temporal coverage (Ungermann et al., 2011; Kaufmann et al., 2015). The maintenance
of sensors and the change of configuration can easily be made on aircraft platforms. The
coverage area is smaller compared to space-borne instrument, and the cost per unit area
of ground coverage is relatively high.
As satellite technology becomes more reliable and less cost prohibitive, remote sens-
ing of the atmosphere from a satellite platform is becoming a feasible opportunity. De-
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pending on direction and viewing geometry, the spatial resolution of a space-borne re-
mote sensing instrument in the vertical is often limited to the range of kilometers. In
return, the payload on board a satellite has vast potential. High resolution global cov-
erage can be achieved within relatively short time. Geostationary satellites offer high
temporal resolution meanwhile the global coverage ability is limited, satellites on low
earth orbits (LEO) can provide opportunity for twice-daily sampling globally.
Over the past decades, many satellite-borne instruments aimed to measure the
Earth’s atmosphere. The WINDII instrument (1991-2003) on board the Upper Atmo-
sphere Research Satellite (UARS) measured the atmospheric wind, temperature and
airglow lines between 80 and 300 km utilizing the phase stepping Michelson interfero-
metry technique (Shepherd et al., 1993). The SABER instrument (2001-) on the Ther-
mosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics Dynamics (TIMED) satellite measures the
atmosphere using multiple channel broadband limb-scanning infrared radiometer in the
spectral range between 1.27 µm and 17 µm, providing vertical profile measurements
of temperature and key species (Russell et al., 1999). The primary mission goal of
the SCIAMACHY spectrometer (2002-2012) aboard ESA’s ENVIronmental SATellite
(ENVISAT) was to perform global measurements of trace gases covering the spectral
range from 240 to 1700 nm, from the troposphere to the mesosphere (Bovensmann et al.,
1999). Other satellite payloads like the High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI) (1991-
2005) and the Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imager System (OSIRIS) were also
launched ten or twenty years ago and provided useful data for atmospheric studies.
As the lifetime of these payloads have come or will come to end, a gap in the at-
mospheric observation, especially in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT)
region, will occur in upcoming years. In less than a decade, small satellite missions
play an increasingly compelling role in space-based scientific programs, especially the
satellite complied with CubeSat standard (Mehrparvar et al., 2014). The ongoing mini-
aturization techniques of optical and electronic parts and the use of Commercial-off-
the-shelf (COTS) components enable tailor scientific instruments to be implemented on
such platform (Selva and Krejci, 2012). Advantages in terms of overall low cost, mis-
sion flexibility and rapid deployment into space allow more advancing investigations to
be completed under reasonable cost budget. In this regard, this type of satellite instru-
ments opens a new path toward space exploration (Norton et al., 2014).
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1.2 Instrument introduction
1.2.1 AtmoSHINE for mesospheric temperature measurements
Temperature trends in the mesosphere have gained increasing attention in recent years
since there is substantial evidence that the temperature variation in this region is much
larger compared to the variation in the troposphere and stratosphere. The MLT re-
gion is known as the coldest region in the terrestrial atmosphere, where the temperature
gradient changes from negative to positive at the mesopause. Due to the upwelling air
induced adiabatic cooling in the summer season and the downwelling air induced adia-
batic heating, the summer mesopause is considerably cooler than the winter mesopause.
The dynamic processes play an import role in governing the thermal structure in this
regions.
In the mesosphere, the summer-to-winter pole circulation is driven by gravity waves
that propagate from the troposphere into the mesosphere where the momentum and en-
ergy are deposited due to convective instabilities. As one of the least explored dynam-
ical process in the middle and upper atmosphere for climate modeling, the gravity wave
characteristics can be estimated by measuring perturbations of the mean atmosphere.
Popular parameters used for the gravity wave estimation are the temperature, pressure,
wind, airglow, etc. The most popular measurement technique to observe vertically re-
solved temperature and gravity wave parameters globally is limb sounding from LEO
satellites.
The utilization of O2A-band emissions centered around 762 nm is considered to be
a suitable way of obtaining the MLT temperature (Ortland et al., 1998; Sheese et al.,
2010). The radiation stems from an altitude range of about 50-130 km during daytime
and 85-102 km during nighttime. Since the relative intensities of the emission lines
follow a Boltzmann distribution (Figure 1.2), their corresponding ratios can be used to
derive the kinetic temperature without strict radiometric calibration. These emissions
are located at near infrared region, which can be measured by silicon based CCD or
CMOS detectors, therefore no active cooling equipment is required. This detection
technique simplifies the instrument design considerably and enables the deployment of
such a payload on a small satellite platform.
Based on this measurement principle, a small limb sounder for the observation of
the O2A-band is developed, namely the Atmospheric Spatial Heterodyne Interferometer
Next Exploration (AtmoSHINE), to derive temperatures in the MLT region (Figure
1.3, (Kaufmann et al., 2018)). The instrument is developed jointly by the Research
Center Juelich (FZJ) and the University of Wuppertal (BUW) in cooperation with the
Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light (MPL) and the York University, Canada.
Serving as an in-orbit verification to test the functionality and to verify the perform-
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Figure 1.2: Part of O2A-band fine-band structure at different temperatures. Six emission
lines between 763.3 nm and 764.3 nm are primarily measured by the AtmoSHINE in-
strument for the temperature retrieval. Two emission lines inside one pair share similar
temperature dependency. The theoretical bandpass filter curve provided by the manu-
facturer shows a relative response change in this region.
ance in space, AtmoSHINE is the precursor mission for a constellation of these instru-
ments. The AtmoSHINE instrument combines the advantages of three technologies, the
Michelson interferometer, field-widening of the Michelson interferometer and spatial
heterodyne spectroscopy (SHS).
Following the incoming light, the payload consists of a baffle, a small optical band-
pass filter, a fore-optics, an SHS, a camera optics, and a CMOS detector, as displayed
in Figure 1.4. The payload collects lights emitted from a solid angle of 1.3 degree from
the Earth limb, which corresponds to a vertical range of around 50-130 km as seen from
1000 km altitude orbit (Figure 1.5). Together with the optical bandpass filter, the stray
light baffle of the system protects the instrument from unwanted emissions. The pur-
pose of the front optics is to image a scene at the Earth limb onto the gratings. Given
the assumption that the intensity fluctuations in the horizontal direction are small com-
pared to the modulation depth of the interferogram, which is valid in atmospheric limb
sounding, the gratings are oriented to allow the interferogram to be spanned over the
horizontal direction. The detector optics images the gratings onto the focal plane of
the two dimensional detector. The image recorded by the detector contains the spatial
information of the atmosphere in both dimensions, meanwhile the fringe patterns are
modulated in the horizontal direction.
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Figure 1.3: AtmoSHINE flight model.
Figure 1.4: AtmoSHINE optomechanical components layout, including the filter, the
fore optics, the SHS, the detector optics, and the detector.
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Figure 1.5: A sketch of the AtmoSHINE limb sounding configuration at a 1000 km
altitude. Based on the spherical shape of the Earth (radius of 6378 km), the limb LOS
is about 3550 km and the tangent height is about 90 km.
To fulfill the scientific objectives, the diffraction gratings and the tilt angle of the
SHS in the current instrument are designed to observe the 762 nm to 764 nm spectral
region with a spectral resolving power of more than 10,000. The spectral resolution
is large enough to distinguish individual emission lines of the O2A-band. Therefore,
the vertical profile of the emission spectrum can be obtained by a single interferogram
without time delay or moving parts. Detailed specifications regarding the instrument
are listed in Table 1.1 (Kaufmann et al., 2018).
1.2.2 SHS technology
Over the past two decades, there has been an increasing interest in developing and apply-
ing the SHS technique. Originally proposed by Pierre Connes in 1958 (Connes, 1958),
this kind of spectroscopy comes into vogue in recent times due to the development of
two dimensional detector arrays and optical materials. Utilizing the field-widening tech-
nique, the throughput is typically more than 2 orders of magnitude larger than for typical
grating spectrometers of the same size. The SHS has been successfully demonstrated
for a varity of application in atmospheric measurements, e.g. the Spatial Heterodyne
Imager for Mesospheric Radicals (SHIMMER) for hydroxyl (OH) measurements (Har-
lander et al., 2003), the Spatial Heterodyne Observations of Water instrument (SHOW)
for water vapor measurements (Lin et al., 2005) as well as the Doppler Asymmetric
Spatial Heterodyne (DASH) (Harlander et al., 2010) for wind measurements.
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Table 1.1: The properties of designed and utilized instrument components.
Component Item Value
Filter Wavelength range 761.9-765.3 nm
Central wavelength 763.6 nm
Transmission > 93% abs @ 762.6-764.6 nm
Fore optics Field of view ±0.65◦
Aperture diameter 66 mm
Focal length 136 mm
Etendue (circular aperture) 0.014 cm2 sr
Etendue (rectangular aperture) 0.01 cm2 sr
SHS Littrow wavelength 761.8 nm
Littrow angle 27.2◦
Grating groove density 1200 lines mm−1
Grating area 13x13 mm2
Resolving power ∼16800
Diffraction order 1
Detector optics Numerical aperture (obj. space) 0.12
& detector Magnification factor 0.55
Focal length 28mm
Utilized detector pixel number 800 × 800 pixels
Detector pixel size 5.04×5.04 µm2
In general, the SHS utilizes the two-beam Michelson interferometric spectroscopy
with the mirrors in each arm replaced by tilted diffraction gratings. As such, it provides
high resolution for simultaneously observing multiple emission lines. The field-widened
prisms configuration of these instruments allows the system throughput to be signific-
antly increased. The monolithic and compact feature of this spectrometer makes it suit-
able for operating on airborne and spaceborne platforms in many studies. Combined
with modern 2D focal plane array, it provides a compact system to image multiple spec-
tra over different altitudes in a single frame.
A schematic diagram of a field-widened SHS system is shown in Figure 1.6. Wave-
fronts coming into the system are firstly split into two arms, after which these two
diffracted wavefronts are recombined at the detector plane. The incident beams are
heterodyned by a reference wavenumber, the Littrow wavenumber σL, which thereby
generates a Fizeau fringe pattern. The Littrow wavenumber can be determined by the
following grating equation (Cooke et al., 1999):
σL =
m
2d sinθ
(1.1)
where 1d is the grating groove density, m is the diffraction order and θ is the correspond-
ing Littrow angle. Accordingly, the resolving power R of an SHS can be represented
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as:
R=
2W
d
=
4Wσ sinθ
m
(1.2)
with W the width of the illuminated area on the gratings. The wavenumber dependent
spatial frequency f can be expressed as (Roesler and Harlander, 1990):
f = 4(σ −σL) tanθ (1.3)
with σ the wavenumber of the incident light. The recorded interferogram as a function
of detector position x is given by:
I (x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
B(σ) [1+V (x,σ)cos(2pi f x+ϕ (x,σ))]dσ (1.4)
where B(σ) is the spectral radiance of the incident emission line, V (x,σ) is the instru-
ment visibility function, ϕ (x,σ) represents the additive phase distortion term associated
with the emission wavenumber and the position in the localization plane.
Beam splitter
Grating
Prism
Grating
Prism
Front optics
Detector 
optics
x
Figure 1.6: Schematic of a field-widened SHS concept in focused configuration.
1.2.3 Data processing
Based on the SHS technology, the AtmoSHINE instrument is a spatial modulated Four-
ier transform spectrometer. The interferograms have to be transformed to the calibrated
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atmospheric radiance spectra, which can then be used for various inversion models to
compute vertical profile of atmospheric temperature, atmospheric composition and, as
a follow-on product, gravity wave parameters. From the raw interferograms to the final
parameters, the AtmoSHINE data products are processed at various levels ranging from
level-0 to level-2, as indicated in the flowchart shown in Figure 1.7. At higher levels,
data are converted into further formats.
Detector Onboard Processing Satellite
Gound 
Receiver
Level-0A 
Processing
Raw 
Interferograms
Corrected
Interferograms
Level-0B 
Processing
Converted
Spectra
Level-1A 
Processing
Calibrated
Spectra
Level-1B 
Processing
Atmospheric 
Profiles
Level-0A dataLevel-0B data
Level-1A data Level-1B data
Level-2A data
Figure 1.7: AtmoSHINE data processing chain from Level-0 to Level-2. Upper colored
region indicates the processing on the satellite part, lower colored region includes the
processing on ground.
The processing steps up to Level-2 is separated into two major parts, which are
distinguished based on the procedures in spatial and spectral domains. The obtained
images on the detector are firstly readout according to the configured region of interest
(ROI) and binning factor. Along with the instrument housekeeping data and the re-
gistered data from satellite bus, the raw images are transmitted to the ground receiver.
Ground segment decodes the data and converts them into Level-0A data products.
The level-0A processing includes the correction procedures implemented on the in-
terferograms in spatial domain. Detector artifacts like offset and dark current are cor-
rected based on the measurements in the laboratory or in space. Next, the interferogram
spikes, which can be caused by detector hot pixel and cosmic radiation (or stars) , are
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replaced by the median values of their neighboring pixels. The non-uniformity of the in-
strument sensitivity response is corrected on a pixel basis in the radiometric calibration.
Optical distortion correction and phase correction techniques are utilized to provide an
undistorted interferogram without deviating the altitude information. The last procedure
in spatial domain is to remove the ghost emission lines from other side of the Littrow
configuration. After applying these techniques, the raw interferograms are converted
into Level-0B products.
The Level-1A data is obtained via Level-0B processing, which transforms the in-
terferograms to the corresponding spectra. Level-1B data includes the calibrated spec-
tral information obtained by Level-1A processing. In spectral domain, the Level-1A
processing mainly consists of instrument spectral response correction and wavelength
calibration. The final Level-1B data is supplemented with ancillary data including pos-
ition, attitude, altitude information from the satellite bus. Level-1B processing retrieves
the atmospheric parameters from the emission spectra, the Level-2 data mainly consists
of the retrieved atmospheric parameters, which are later mapped on uniform space-time
grid scales. This thesis primarily discusses the development of the algorithms for the
Level-0 and Level-1A processing chain. The research structure is shown in Figure 1.8
including some highlighted categories.
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Chapter 2
Detector characterization
This chapter presents the characterization and analysis of the COTS CMOS detector
utilized in the AtmoSHINE instrument for the experiment. To evaluate the perform-
ance of the selected CMOS detector, a series of tests were performed. The temperature
dependent dark current, the readout noise and the system gain are determined, which
are provided for the subsequent system performance evaluation and data processing. A
case study is established to simulate the space radiation effect of high-energetic particles
to determine the needed shielding thickness of the instrument. The effect of radiation
damage on the CMOS image sensors is investigated using a Co-60 Gamma radiation
source.
2.1 CMOS and CCD detectors
The rapid growth of the research and development on CMOS image sensors over the last
decades offers desirable characteristics for a number of space-based scientific applica-
tions, with low power consumption, low cost and high levels of integration compared
with conventional CCD detectors (Magnan, 2003; Holst and Lomheim, 2007). The
CMOS detector does not suffer from charge transfer degradation from displacement
damage since, unlike in the case of a CCD detector, the pixels can be addressed directly.
Nevertheless, the CMOS image sensors, especially the COTS parts, currently lack the
competitive performance in detector dark current, noise and uniformity compared with
customized CCD sensors.
During a space mission the detectors are damaged by cosmic particles or rays, which
leads to the performance degradation or even functional failure. Although the radiation
hardness technologies of commercial CMOS have been evolving rapidly over the past
decades (Derbenwick and Gregory, 1975; Calin et al., 1996), the performance of typical
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COTS products is still not guaranteed since this parameter is generally not characterized
by the manufacturers (Lacoe et al., 1998; Faccio, 2000; Felix et al., 2006). Therefore, a
radiation test on the COTS CMOS detector is compulsory in the instrument verification
period of the space mission.
2.2 Electronic and detector configuration
The payload readout electronics developed at Central Institute for Engineering, Elec-
tronics and Analytics, Electronic Systems (ZEA-2) of the FZJ consist of two boards: the
proximity electronics (PXE) for directly interfacing to the detector ICs and the front-end
electronics (FEE) with an embedded controller with Advanced RISC Machines (ARM)
cores and field-programmable gate array (FPGA) fabric. The FEE serves as the cent-
ral processing system of the readout system. In addition, a power supply unit (PSU)
is provided to fulfill grounding isolation requirements. The tasks are to handle signals
from the control unit (CU) of the satellite bus to start the measurement, to acquire de-
tector data, to provide data pre-processing (data binning) and to transfer data to the CU.
A block diagram for the readout electronics is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram AtmoSHINE readout electronics
A scientific CMOS (sCMOS) imaging detector builds the baseline for the camera
system of the experiment. After investigating several vendors for scientific CMOS
sensors, a silicon-based CMOS image sensor from Fairchild Imaging (HWK1910A)
is chosen for its low noise and high dynamic range. The quantum efficiency at around
760 nm, which is the wavelength for the measurements, is about 40%. This sensor has
common programmable region of interest (ROI) registers, on-chip digitizers (ADCs)
and a digital interface to the readout electronics. The pixel size of the detector is 5 µm
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(a) Uncalibrated detector test image (b) Calibrated detector test image
Figure 2.2: Uncalibrated (left) and calibrated (right) detector test images in the laborat-
ory.
x 5 µm, and the ideal number of pixels 1920 x 1080. The detector main specifications
provided by the manufacturer are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: HWK1910A CMOS detector specifications
CMOS HWK1910A
Pixel count 1920 Horizontal × 1080 Vertical pixels
Pixel size 5.04 µm × 5.04 µm
Active area 9676.8 µm (H) x 5443.2 µm (V)
Read noise 1 electron (rms)
Dark current < 20 e− /pixel/s dark current at 20◦C
Gain 0.42e−/count
Quantum efficiency 40% @ 760nm
Among various operating modes of the detector, the uncalibrated mode and the
manual calibration mode are investigated in this study. The switch between these two
operating modes can be realized via sending a telecommand to the instrument during
operation. For the manual calibration mode, the sensor goes through an internal offset
and column amplifier calibration cycle to compensate for the different performance of
the amplifiers and for temperature drift over time. Figure 2.2 shows the uncalibrated and
calibrated detector test images, where the correction of column-wise amplifier variation
is clearly visible. The manual calibration mode offers correction of the spatial variation
of pixel output.
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2.3 Detector performance tests
2.3.1 Detector dark current
The HWK1910A device was tested in a thermal chamber to characterize the detector
dark current distribution under different conditions. Several temperature sensors were
set inside the chamber and on the detector to monitor the detector and environmental
temperatures. Temperature dependency of the detector dark current is characterized
based on the measurements with different integration times and temperatures. During
the test, the detector dark current was measured between -14◦C and +25◦C.
Figure 2.3 displays the dark current profile as an ensemble average of the entire ar-
ray. According to the experimental results (upper plots in Figure 2.3), the amount of
dark current scales linearly with integration time under each tested temperature con-
dition. A slightly larger uncertainty measured at higher temperatures may indicate an
increase of detector hot pixels as a non-linear effect. Based on the linear integration time
dependency and the exponential temperature dependency of the detector dark current,
a model was established to predict the detector dark current for each pixel, as shown
in lower plot in Figure 2.3 for the averaged results on the detector array. According to
the fitted parameters, the detector dark current doubles for every 6.7±0.2 K temperature
change.
2.3.2 System gain and readout noise
The detector system gain usually describes the conversion ratio from the number of
electrons into Analog-Digital Units (ADUs). This parameter can be estimated from the
shot noise characteristic associated with the signal intensity, namely the mean-variance
method (MVM) or the photon transfer curve (Beecken and Fossum, 1996; Stark et al.,
1992). The Poisson distribution of the shot noise gives the shot noise variance σ2shot
which is equal to the averaged signal intensity S in ADUs. The total noise variance
σ2noise can therefore be expressed as:
σ2noise = G
2σ2shot+σ
2
readout = GS+σ
2
readout (2.1)
where G is the system gain in ADUs/electron and σ2readout represents the readout noise
variance which has zero mean. Accordingly, the linear fit of the total noise variance
against the averaged signal intensity S gives the conversion gain G and the offset that
corresponds to the readout noise variance.
For this measurement a light source was installed inside the thermal chamber. The
detector was cooled down below -20◦C to minimize the detector dark current during
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Figure 2.3: Upper plots: measured signal intensity between -14◦C and 25◦C under
different integration time. Lower plot: temperature dependency of the detector dark
current and the corresponding exponential fit, based on the gradients obtained in upper
subplots.
the experiment. The amount of photons recorded by the detector was controlled by ad-
justing the integration time. From the linear regression analysis the distribution of the
estimated system gain under different integration times was obtained, as shown in Figure
2.4. This estimation indicates that the average conversion ratio is about 2 ADUs/elec-
tron and the corresponding readout noise is about 1e−, which are close to the detector
specifications provided by the manufacturer.
Another method to characterize the detector readout noise is to determine the stand-
ard deviation of various read-outs at “zero” integration time (Figure 2.5). This method
does not require a light source. For the detector analyzed in this study, the median value
is approximately 0.9e− on each pixel, which fits to the results from MVM method. The
corresponding root mean square (rms) is 3.9e−, which is larger than the given informa-
tion.
2.3.3 Detector fixed pattern
The detector fixed pattern noise (FPN) describes a spatial variation in pixel outputs of
an image under uniform illumination conditions. For CMOS detectors that use column
amplifiers configuration, the FPN appears as ”stripes” on the readout images. The
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Figure 2.5: Detector readout noise estimation based on multiple frames readout under
1ms integration time. The detector was cooled down to -20◦C in the thermal chamber.
manual calibration mode of the detector allows the correction of this pixel gain vari-
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ation on the whole detector plane, as shown in Figure 2.2(b). This operation is achieved
by injecting electrons into detector pixels specifically reserved for this calibration pur-
pose. The manual calibration mode (Figure 2.2(b)) will change the pixel offsets slightly
in each power loop, since this procedure is also bound up with the environmental con-
ditions.
The investigation of the pixel offset variation, which is also called the detector fixed
pattern, is achieved by running several power loops. The detector integration time was
set to be 1ms such that the dark current is negligible for the analysis. During each loop,
frames were recorded every 5 seconds. As illustrated in Figure 2.6(a), the fixed pattern
in loop 1-4 changes slightly, meanwhile the result from the 5th loop shows relative lar-
ger deviation than the first 4 loops, which is possibly associated with the environmental
temperature at that time. For an accurate instrument radiometric calibration, the de-
tector pixel offsets need to be measured and subtracted each time when the instrument
is switched on, simply by taking images with the lowest integration time.
2.4 Radiation test
2.4.1 Radiation environment modeling
The ionizing effect in the space radiation environment can cause degradation and failure
of electronic devices, especially when using optoelectronic detectors. Basically the
radiation effects consist of two parts: the single event effect (SEE) and the total ionizing
dose (TID). The SEE induced by high energy particles will result in device logic failure
as an instantaneous failure mechanism, whereas the TID will make cumulative long term
ionizing damage on the electronics for low Earth orbit (LEO) mission due to protons
and electrons exposure. These particles and rays create shifts in threshold voltages and
leakage currents, therefore causing permanent radiation damage to Silicon devices.
The increase of dark current is one of the most critical effects on the detector de-
gradation in space radiation environments. The growth of the CMOS dark current under
radiation is mainly caused by generated interface traps and bulk defects, producing ad-
ditional surface leakage current and bulk current. The ionizing energy transfer generally
leads to an increase of the detector dark currents, whereas the non-ionizing mechanism
results in the displacement damage dose (DDD) effect, increasing the dark signal non
uniformity (DSNU) (Srour et al., 1986).
The commercial and industrial components generally do not specify radiation tol-
erance performance, therefore those devices need to be tested under expected space
environmental radiation. The TID accumulated during satellite missions depends on the
orbit, the mission duration and the shielding. TID effects can be reduced using radiation
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Figure 2.6: (a): detector mean fixed pattern with the lowest integration time (1ms) from
5 power loops. (b): detector fixed pattern at certain detector region. Loop 1-4 were
measured with 3 minutes in between, while the 5th loop was measured 0.5 h after the
4th loop.
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hardened devices and shielding.
To estimate the reliability of the COTS parts used in our experiment and to determ-
ine the required thickness of a radiation shield, the TID was calculated depending on
the shielding thickness and different mission scenarios using the SPENVIS (Space En-
vironment Information System) tool provided by ESA (Heynderickx et al., 2000). For
this estimation, a satellite flying in a sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 1000 km
is expected. Mission durations are 3 years and 5 years, respectively. As a worst case
scenario, models for the trapped proton and electron fluxes included in the SPENVIS
tool were the Proton model AP-8 at solar minimum and the Electron model AE-8 at
solar maximum. The radiation effects caused by electrons, Bremsstrahlung and trapped
protons are included in the model.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the SPENVIS output for the accumulated radiation dose
for a mission lifetime of 5 years with different aluminum layer thicknesses. The
SHIELDOSE-2 is selected for the ionizing dose model, and the shielding is considered
as center of Al spheres (Heynderickx et al., 2000). The number of trapped electrons,
as the dominant source of the TID, is largely reduced by increasing the thickness of
the medium, since the electrons have a low penetration depth and are therefore easy to
shield. Meanwhile, the decrease in the number of trapped protons and Bremsstrahlung
is not pronounced.
The TID reaching the electronics becomes inefficiently reduced for aluminum thick-
ness greater than 4 mm. The TIDs for 3 year and 5 year missions with 3mm shielding
are 11.4 krads and 19.4 krads, these values reduce to 2.4 krads and 4.1 krads when the
semi-infinite aluminum medium model is defined for the shielding (Heynderickx et al.,
2000). Therefore, to guarantee a nominal lifetime of 3 years the instrument should
be able to survive under 11.4 krads radiation without considering the shielding of the
satellite.
2.4.2 Radiation test
During the radiation test, the readout electronics in the instrument were classified in
modules, which were irradiated in separate steps with different total doses. Radiation
tests were made to assure the functionality of the electronics and the detector for the
designed mission lifetime. These tests were performed at the Fraunhofer Institute for
Technological Trend Analysis (INT). The samples were irradiated with gamma radi-
ation from 60Co, which is a radioactive isotope generated by the irradiation of nature
59Co with neutrons. The homogeneity of the radiation is adjusted based on the dimen-
sions of the components and the desired dose rate. The actual received radiation was
calculated based on the distance to the radiation source. This work mainly characterizes
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Figure 2.7: Effective dose vs. aluminum shielding thickness for a 5 years mission from
SPENVIS. A sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 1000 km is assumed.
the radiation effect on the detector.
Figure 2.8 shows a photograph taken for the experiment of the radiation test on
the CMOS detector. To guarantee the full functionality of the electronics during the
detector test, lead blocks were used to protect the remaining parts of the printed circuit
board (PCB). The detector was irradiated up to 30 krads under uncalibrated mode, the
manual calibration mode was activated from then on. The standalone test of the detector
indicates that the detector component worked normally until accumulating 85.25 krads
radiation, then all detector pixels became saturated.
The detector was set to record images continuously during the radiation test. Dark
current measurements were taken with 100 ms integration time when the radiation
source was switched off. Figure 2.9 illustrates the dark images measured at two dif-
ferent radiation doses. Since the manual calibration mode was switched on after 30
krads radiation on the detector, the dark current at 30 krads is already more than 1000
counts, which is quite remarkable compared the detector dark current measured without
radiation (usually below 10 counts under the same integration time at room temperat-
ure). The detector dark current increases with the increasing radiation dose. In contrast,
the ”hot pixels” were not significantly increased since the 60Co gamma radiation gen-
erally causes less DDD effect. Figure 2.10 displays two dark current histograms of the
detector for the radiation test, where the long tail of the distribution is clearly shown.
The dark signal after radiation shows a remarkable increase, where the corresponding
root mean square changes from 1538 counts to 3247 counts.
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Figure 2.8: Radiation test on the detector board, the lead blocks were used to shield
other electronics.
According to the radiation test result, the detector chip has been qualified up to 85
krads radiation along with the developed detector readout board. Based on this experi-
ment setup, the increase of the detector dark current is verified as one of the degradation
effects of radiation. The results confirm that the detector system fulfills the requirement
of a three to five years low earth orbit mission. For long term operation in orbit, the
detector dark current needs to be measured via deep space observation and subtracted
for further scientific analysis.
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Figure 2.9: Detector dark images measured at two different radiation doses for 100 x
100 pixels, start of row and start of column are chosen to be 450 and 450, respectively.
The dark images obtained from the whole detector array reveal similar distribution. The
detector was operated under manual calibration mode with integration time 100ms.
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Figure 2.10: Detector dark current histograms measured under manual calibration mode
with 30 krads and 60 krads radition. An image area of 600x600 pixels are chosen
starting from row 200 and column 200.
Chapter 3
Distortion correction
This chapter mainly describes a method for correcting the radial distortion of interfero-
grams generated by the system. Instead of utilizing calibration patterns, the distortion
model parameters are estimated based on the distorted fringe features generated by pro-
jecting the straight interference stripes onto the detector. Comparisons between polyno-
mial models and division models indicate that division models can deliver competitive
performance on the reconstructed image with fewer parameters. Simulated interfero-
grams based on ray-tracing are used to demonstrate the correction of errors in spatial,
phase and spectral domain caused by optical distortion.
3.1 Optical distortion
Besides the interferometer, the AtmoSHINE optical system contains two additional
parts: the front optics, which images the object onto the gratings in the interferometer,
and the detector optics, which images the fringes onto the two dimensional detector ar-
ray. This particular configuration exhibits some inherent radial distortions, especially in
an SHS system with limited space and equipped with spherical lenses (Kaufmann et al.,
2018).
Optical lens distortion is one of the most severe effects among various aberrations,
and results in a non-linear geometrical mapping from the object to the image. This
distortion effect is caused by the non-constant value of the magnification factor of the
optical system. The optical distortion effect may result in the deviation of the extracted
geometric information, which leads to false altitude mapping of the measurement in
space if not well corrected. Since the horizontal information of a recorded image and the
modulated fringes of the corresponding interferogram are overlapped in one dimension,
this distortion effect will also influence the accuracy of the Fourier transformed spectra.
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Englert et al. (2005) summarizes three kinds of phase errors on the measured in-
terferograms in an SHS system. The first kind gives an additional phase shift on the
obtained interferogram depending on the emission wavelength. Possible reasons for
such a shift are the dispersion effect of the beam splitter and the sampling grid that does
not include the zero path difference (ZPD) location. According to Englert et al. (2005),
this phase shift will not affect the measured emission intensity once the absolute value
of the Fourier transformed spectrum is used. The second type of the phase distortion is
the frequency-independent distortion, which only exhibits localized effect on the meas-
ured interferograms, e.g. the defect of the gratings. Since this phase distortion arises
mainly due to local effect and varies for different instruments, it will be studied later in
Chapter 5 with practical measurements.
The optical distortion effect mainly leads to the third phase error on the obtained
fringes. Due to the variation in the optical magnification factor of the system, emissions
with different spatial frequency result in different scales of phase distortion. There-
fore, this effect is both position and frequency dependent. As proposed in Englert et al.
(2005), this kind of phase distortion can be corrected in spectral domain via convolving
with a correction function, which can be determined by measurements using a mono-
chromatic source at each wavelength. Typically, for the correction of such phase distor-
tion, a phase map needs to be built up based on measurements at different wavelengths.
Nevertheless, this correction technique is limited to certain conditions since it requires
the phase distortion to be a slow varying function of the pixel position and wavenumber,
which is sometimes not true for an interferogram with a large distortion. Therefore, it
is practically more convenient to correct the phase error induced by optical distortion
directly on the interferogram.
Since the fringe patterns are overlapped with the spatial structure of the measure-
ments, the optical distortion effect will affect the spatial information and distort the
obtained interferogram at the same time. If the distortion effect is mostly introduced
by the detector optics, the geometric distortion is analogous to the interferogram distor-
tion. On the contrary, in the absence of detector optical distortion, the obtained spatial
information can be affected by the front optics, which is not the case for the interfero-
grams. According to the analysis of the payload optical system, the detector optical
distortion (7.1%) is significantly larger than the front optical distortion (0.4%). This
work primarily studies the system whose image distortion is mainly dominated by the
detector optical distortion. This technique can also correct the interferogram obtained
by an SHS system without front optics.
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3.2 Distortion characterization
3.2.1 Model based distortion correction
The radial distortion effect can be described by the Brown’s distortion (polynomial)
model (Brown, 1966):
rd = ru
(
1+ k1r2u+ k2r
4
u+ · · ·
)
(3.1)
where rd and ru represent the distorted and undistorted radius with respect to its optical
center, and kn is the nth radial distortion coefficient. For the one parameter polynomial
model, a negative value of k1 corresponds to a barrel distortion, while a positive value
of k1 represents a pincushion distortion. It is also reported that the model may become
numerically instable when a much higher order is implemented (Tsai, 1987). Another
type of model that is also applicable is the division model:
rd =
1
1+ k1r2u+ k2r4u+ · · ·
ru (3.2)
This model simulates the distortion behavior with fewer parameters and works even for
large distortion scenes (Fitzgibbon, 2001).
Estimating the distortion parameters is generally considered to be a part of the cam-
era calibration procedure, where the most popular method is proposed by Zhang (Zhang,
2000) via taking images of a planar pattern from different orientations. The camera in-
trinsic parameters (including the distortion) can be estimated from the detected features.
This is, however, not applicable to some camera systems due to their unique configur-
ations. Alternatively, these parameters can also be determined based on the geometric
invariant principle by making use of geometric properties like the straight lines (De-
vernay and Faugeras, 2001) and vanishing points (Becker and Bove Jr, 1995).
So far, the straight lines are the most commonly applied geometric property for
radial distortion correction. Based on the perspective principle, the projection of straight
lines will also be straight, and yet these lines are eventually rendered as curved lines on
the detector due to the radial distortion effect. Therefore, points on a curved line will
reform a straight line once the distortion is well corrected with proper model. The
corresponding model parameters can therefore be estimated by taking this property into
the optimization procedure and minimizing the errors of the reconstructed curves to a
set of ideal straight lines (Alemn-Flores et al., 2013).
Accurate estimation of the distortion parameters requires the selected curves to be
long enough, e.g. minimum length longer than half of the image size (San Choi et al.,
2006). Compared to images taken from common imaging cameras, the fringes generated
by the SHS are the major constitution of the detected curves, which is fulfilled for our
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square region of interest. This provides sufficient long curved features for the parameter
estimation. In addition, the detected features should contain curves localized further
away from the optical center, because using lines exhibited only in the center region
generally results in the underestimation of distortion parameters.
3.2.2 Distortion model comparison
This section investigates the performance of several distortion models to determine the
suited models for radial distortion correction of an SHS instrument. To assess the per-
formance of the two models, the instrument is simulated using optical ray-tracing. This
allows to compare the performance of the two distortion models using best possible
data given by the ray-tracing software. Some relevant parameters are listed in Table 3.1.
Parameters of polynomial and division models are estimated based on pairs of distorted
and undistorted points, which are generated from the grids output (Figure 3.1).
Table 3.1: Parameters of ray-tracing model
Component Item Value
Filter Wavelength range 761.9-765.3 nm
Fore optics Field of view ±0.65◦
Aperture diameter 66 mm
SHS Littrow wavelength 761.8 nm
Littrow angle 27.2◦
Grating groove density 1200 lines mm−1
Detector optics Numerical aperture (obj. space) 0.12
& detector Magnification factor 0.55
Focal length 28mm
Utilized detector pixel number 800 × 800 pixels
Detector pixel size 5.04×5.04 µm2
The estimated model parameters are then used to reconstruct the undistorted points
from the distortion points. Model performance is evaluated based on the residual dis-
tances between the points after reconstruction and the undistorted positions generated by
the software. For the polynomial models containing multiple parameters, their inverse
operations are usually difficult to perform. Therefore, iterative scheme is employed in
the reconstruction procedures (Debevec et al., 1996; De Villiers et al., 2008). Alternat-
ively, the undistorted points can be reconstructed by the analytical inverse expressions
for division model within two parameters.
Table 3.2 summarizes the results of the distortion reconstruction performance using
various models for comparison. For the mean values obtained on the whole image area,
models with different types and different orders do not offer remarkable differences.
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Figure 3.1: Generated grids for distorted and undistorted points via a ray-tracing simu-
lation. The output grids contain 101*101 points, shown partly for 34*34 points.
Model Expression Mean residual [pixels] Max residual [pixels] Estimated parameters
Polynomial
1+ k1r2 0.535 1.878 k1 = 2.57×10−7
1+ k1r+ k2r2 0.506 1.404 k1 =−1.12×10−5, k2 = 2.82×10−7
1+ k1r2+ k2r4 0.505 1.319 k1 = 2.37×10−7, k2 = 1.19×10−13
Division
1/(1+ k1r2) 0.512 1.336 k1 =−2.46×10−7
1/(1+ k1r+ k2r2) 0.506 1.324 k1 = 4.43×10−6, k2 =−2.58×10−7
(1+ k1r)/(1+ k2r+ k3r2) 0.505 1.318 k1 =−2.73×10−4, k2 =−2.77×10−4, k3 =−2.07×10−7
Table 3.2: Comparison of the model performance for the distortion reconstruction,
where the residuals indicate the distances between the undistorted points from recon-
struction and from output of the software. 101*101 pairs of distorted and original points
are used in the evaluation. Mean residual stands for the average distance of all samples,
and the max residual presents the largest value.
As presented by the maximal reconstruction errors in the results, models that consist
of more parameters would generally provide better estimation results for the distortion
away from the optical center. Among those, one or two order division models slightly
outperform the polynomial models with the same order. The minimum reconstruction
errors are achieved by utilizing the two parameter polynomial model with higher order
and the three parameter division model.
The detailed residual maps are displayed in Figure 3.2 for individual point recon-
structed using both polynomial and division models. The residuals from the polynomial
model with one parameter (Figure 3.2(a)) are higher than those from other models, es-
pecially at the corner regions. The performance of one parameter division model is quite
close to the performance of two parameter polynomial models. To some extent, the ad-
ditional parameter in the two parameter division model tends to refine the distortion at
the corner areas, whereas the overall performance is close to the results attained from
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the one parameter model.
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(a) Polynomial one parameter model: 1+ k1r2
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(b) Polynomial two parameters model: 1+ k1r+
k2r2
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(c) Division one parameter model: 1/(1+ k1r2)
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(d) Division two parameters model: 1/(1+ k1r+
k2r2)
Figure 3.2: Residuals (radius in pixels) between the original positions and the recon-
structed points using different distortion models. 1+ k1r2 and 1+ k1r+ k2r2 stand for
the polynomial models with one and two parameters, the division models shown here
are 11+k1r2 and
1
1+k1r+k2r2
.
3.3 Interferogram distortion correction
The correction of a distorted interferogram utilizing image features can be divided into
several main procedures, as shown in Figure 3.3 for a demonstration. Firstly, the edge
points on the interferogram are extracted by applying some edge detection operators,
e.g. the Canny edge detector (Canny, 1986). These outlined points are then connected
and grouped into different candidate curves. After minimizing the objective function
described by the error between the reconstructed line segments and their corresponding
straight lines, the distortion parameters could be optimized. Consequently, the distorted
interferogram can be corrected analytically from the inverse conversion, or numerically
from the iterative approach.
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Figure 3.3: Correction of a distorted interferogram. In this simulation, the pixel size is
10×10 µm2. From the original interferogram (a) the edge points are detected (b). (c)
represents the distorted curves for the parameter optimization. (d) displays the recon-
structed interferogram after distortion correction.
Conventional polynomial distortion models with more than one coefficient com-
monly do not provide the exact inversion. Although the undistorted points can be nu-
merically reconstructed for each pixel via the iterative approach, this procedure requires
an additional computational effort, especially in the optimization procedure where the
cost function needs to be calculated multiple times. As shown in Section 3.2.2, the di-
vision models are able to provide comparable or even slightly better performances than
the polynomial models. In this case, the division models, which can offer the exact
analytical inverse, will be used in the optimization procedure.
Estimating the distortion parameters is a typical non-convex optimization problem
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for models with multiple parameters, and it usually results in getting stuck in local
minima if the parameters are not properly initialized. For the division model containing
only one parameter k1, the cost function becomes close to a unimodal function in the
feasible region (ruling out the case when k1 gets close to negative/positive infinity, those
points would be flocked). In addition to the typical optimization methods widely used
in higher dimensional optimization problems, some basic algorithms such as the line
search method and Newton’s method (Luenberger et al., 1984) can offer more direct
alternatives for solving this one-dimensional minimization task in limited iterations.
Therefore, the one parameter division model is chosen for the interferogram distortion
correction.
3.4 Results and analysis
3.4.1 Spatial information
To verify the performance of the distortion correction, several interferograms are simu-
lated based on the designed model parameters, as presented in Table 3.1. In these simu-
lations, each interferogram was generated using a single emission line as input. Figure
3.4(a) and 3.4(b) display the results of distorted and reconstructed interferograms using
the one parameter division model for the correction. The inhomogeneous intensity dis-
tribution of the displayed interferogram is caused by the undersampling on local areas
during ray-tracing. Therefore, localized thresholds are needed for image segmentation
to detect the useful curved lines. For these interferograms, the adaptive thresholding
method (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002) is implemented in the edge detection procedure.
To evaluate the algorithm performance under different noise levels, a numerical
study is made for the parameter estimation in different scenarios. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of each interferogram is defined by the intensity of the signal Asignal
and the standard deviation σnoise of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as:
SNR(dB) = 20logAsignalσnoise . The estimation results are shown in Figure 3.5 in comparison
with another approach containing simple Gaussian filter for noise reduction.
Both methods can deliver well-stablized estimation if the SNR is higher than 15 dB.
For the parameter estimation based on the raw noisy interferograms, the performance is
relative worse if the SNR is low. The modulation efficiencies in edge areas as seen in
Figure 3.4(a) are higher than that in the center region. In the presence of larger noise, the
algorithm fails to detect the corresponding features with lower modulation efficiency,
therefore the distortion parameters estimated are consequently larger in absolute value
since only the features on the edges are substantially valid for the optimization. A
classical linear filter, the Gaussian filter, is implemented for the noise reduction before
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(a) Original Single interferogram (b) Single interferogram after image distor-
tion correction
(c) Original composed interferogram (d) Composed interferogram after image dis-
tortion correction
Figure 3.4: (a) A distorted interferogram generated at 763.4 nm wavelength using a
ray-tracing software. (b) The corresponding interferogram after applying image distor-
tion correction using the one parameter division model. (c) Composed interferogram
containing emission lines at 763.4 nm, 763.8 nm and 764.2 nm. (d) The corresponding
interferogram after distortion correction. For each interferogram, the pixel size is 5×5
µm2.
edge detection. This filter smooths the image, which meanwhile blurs the edges. This
technique would help to improve the accuracy under lower spatial frequency, whereas it
will limit the performance for higher frequency patterns.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the results of parameter estimation using the Golden section
search method for the optimization. The figure shows that this method exhibits conver-
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Figure 3.5: Parameter estimation results for interferograms with different spatial fre-
quencies with respect to SNR (dB). The dashed lines represent the results with Gaussian
filter for noise reduction before edge detection.
gence within limited iterations for the optimization problem. The slight fluctuation of
the objective function is a typical behavior of this method, since a new, narrower search
interval is constructed for each iteration. The objective functions shown in this plot are
relatively high for larger wavelengths, since the curved lines in interferograms with very
high spatial frequency can not be separated easily.
Figure 3.7 reveals the estimated model parameters from interferograms at different
wavelengths based on one parameter division model. In this demonstration, the min-
imum spatial frequency on the detector is about 49 fringes/cm at 762.6 nm, and the
maximum spatial frequency is about 186 fringes/cm at 764.9 nm. Similar to the results
shown in Figure 3.6, the estimated parameters are relative larger at higher wavelengths,
which are likely caused by the inaccuracy introduced by the high spatial frequency fea-
tures that are not easily distinguishable. On the contrary, the interferograms with lower
spatial frequencies provide limited curve features for the optimization, resulting in the
underestimation of distortion values.
The distortion obtained from the grid points in Figure 3.1 is about 7.1%, which is
similar to the values obtained in the center wavelength region (around 763.8 nm, 132
fringes/cm). The estimated model parameters are quite close to the results using the
distortion grids from one parameter division model. This also indicates that the optical
distortion is mainly caused by the detector optics. Besides, the deviation in the estim-
ated values between two approaches likely results from different objective functions in
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Figure 3.6: The convergence rates of the optimization algorithms using Golden section
search method. Interferograms with wavelengths between 762.6 nm (49 fringes/cm)
and 764.9 nm (186 fringes/cm) are used for the estimation.
the optimization procedures for the estimation of distortion parameters, as well as the
slight difference on the selected regions for processing. Due to the limited modula-
tion efficiency of the simulated interferograms and the number of samples, the feature
extraction for high frequency pattern may not be accurate.
3.4.2 Phase and spectral information
In this section, the performance using the image distortion correction for an optical
distortion dominant system is compared with the performance using the phase distortion
correction technique. The phase distribution of each interferogram is calculated based
on the Fourier transform approach. Following Englert et al. (2005), additional steps
like the phase unwrapping and the linear trend removing are implemented to get the
correct phase curve of the interferogram. Once the phase function ϕ(x,k) is determined,
the distortion effect can be corrected via multiplying the fringe pattern with function
eiϕ(x,k) in spatial domain. This multiplication operation corrects the spectral information
in “positive” part of the double-sided spectrum, whereas the spectral information in
“negative” part is consequently doubled.
Accordingly, the interferogram distortion correction algorithm is applied on each
frame based on the same model parameter obtained at 763.8 nm (about 120 fringes/cm).
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Figure 3.7: Estimated distortion parameters from the interferograms generated between
762.6 nm and 764.9 nm. The corresponding distortion in percent is represented by:
Distortion(%) = 100× rd−ruru of the farthest point in each interferogram. The dashed
red line represents the distortion in percent obtained from grid points shown in Figure
3.1.
Phase information at row 400 is displayed in Figure 3.8 as a demonstration. The large
phase variations on two sides of the phase curves in Figure 3.8(a) are dominated by
the effect of optical distortion, which is more pronounced for the points farther away
from the optical center. Since the whole interferogram is consequently squeezed after
reconstruction, the interfergram edges do not contain useful fringe information, which
therefore exhibits the fluctuations on the reconstructed phase error on both sides (Figure
3.8(b)). After correction, the maximal phase distortions are reduced from 1.5 rads to
less than 0.5 rad on the effective area (about 700 pixels in the center region).
Figure 3.9 illustrates the interferogram phase values as a 3D global map for inter-
comparison between different rows. The overall phase distribution, which is symmet-
rically deviated on two sides, becomes nearly flat around the center region after re-
construction. The corrected phase curves at different rows show satisfactory results
using the same reconstruction parameter. In practice, one can fine-tune this parameter
to achieve the best correction performance.
To assess the distortion correction effect in spectral domain, a typical interferogram
containing multiple emission lines is generated by composing three single interfero-
grams at different wavelengths, as shown in Figure 3.4(c) and Figure 3.4(d) before and
after image distortion correction. In these comparisons, phase distortion correction and
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(a) Phase before image distortion correction
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(b) Phase after image distortion correction
Figure 3.8: Phase distribution of different wavelengths before (a) and after (b) imple-
menting image distortion correction using the same correction parameter obtained at
763.8 nm. Row 400 is chosen for demonstration.
image distortion correction techniques are applied in spatial domain. The phase distor-
tion correction is applied individually for each signal component, then these interfero-
grams are composed together. In addition, another correction procedure, which contains
both the image distortion and phase distortion corrections successively, is also included.
When both correction methods are used, the image distortion correction is implemented
before the phase distortion correction.
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(a) Phase map without image correction
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Figure 3.9: Interferogram (763.8nm) phase distribution before (a) and after (b) im-
plementing interferogram distortion correction. The range shown is between 100-700
pixels by columns and 100-700 pixels by rows. The phase is normalized to 0 at pixel
400.
As can be seen in the Fourier transformed spectra from Figure 3.10 for the relat-
ive intensities, the side lobes of the spectrum (black line) without any correction lean
toward one side, since the spatial frequency of a fringe is not consistent on the whole
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area due to the radial distortion effect. The spectrum shape becomes concentrated after
implementing the image correction or phase correction. The output spectrum intensities
with correction techniques are in accordance with each other in 1%, while the original
spectrum peaks are about 3% lower.
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Figure 3.10: Obtained spectra using different correction techniques, Hanning window
function is used for apodization. Simulated emission lines are 763.4nm, 763.8nm,
764.2nm. The dashed lines indicate the expected positions based on the simulation
parameter. The spatial frequency shown in x-axis refers to the spatial frequency of the
fringe patterns on the detector.
The shift of the spectral position is another consequence of the distortion effect.
For a pincushion-like distorted interferogram, the spatial frequency on both sides of the
fringes is smaller than that on the center area. To determine the phase function for phase
correction based on the Fourier transform, the increment of the phase along the optical
path needs to be subtracted after phase unwrapping. Due to the presence of optical
distortion, the estimated spatial frequency used for the phase detrending may deviate.
Without image distortion correction, this effect will shift the spectrum towards the lower
spatial frequency direction for a pincushion-like distorted interferogram. The spectrum
without any correction reveals strong side lobe effect due to optical distortion, which
will also be studied later in Section 5.4.
A comparison between the combined correction procedure (blue line) and the in-
terferogram distortion correction standalone (red line) shows little deviation in spectral
domain. In this case, the interferogram distortion correction can provide satisfactory
performance in a radial distortion dominated SHS system. The slight spectral posi-
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tion shift after the corrections with respect to the expected ones can be fine-tuned via
Littrow recalibration if needed. Once the phase distortion associated with the optical
distortion is corrected, the phase correction will not deviate the spectral position. For a
system where other phase distortion effects are also prominent, the interferogram distor-
tion correction technique ought to be included before implementing the phase distortion
correction.
Chapter 4
Spectrum analysis
This chapter mainly focuses on the spectral analysis for interferograms generated by the
SHS instrument. The analysis based on the Fourier transformation is introduced with
different apodization functions, where the spectral leakage and picket-fence effect are
also addressed. The frequency estimation of the fringe patterns based on the subspace
methods is studied, which is able to provide higher spectral resolution for line spectra
with limited samples. These methods are investigated with respect to different noise
levels, different dynamic ranges as well as different broadening conditions.
4.1 Fourier analysis and apodization
The recorded interferogram for an ideal SHS instrument containing K emission lines
can be modeled as:
y(x) =
K
∑
i=1
B(σi) [1+ cos(2pi fix+ϕi)] (4.1)
with the corresponding intensity B(σi), wavenumber σi, spatial frequency fi and phase
ϕi of each emission line. Similar to a conventional Michelson Interferometer (MI), the
frequency domain representation of the signal can be obtained via Fourier transforma-
tion as a weighted sum of exponential spectral components with the corresponding amp-
litudes and phases. For digitalized signals, the spectral information at each frequency
bin can be derived from well sampled points in time or spatial domain via discrete Four-
ier transform (DFT), which is generally implemented by a set of algorithms namely
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Rader and Brenner, 1976) for fast computation of the
DFT based on divide-and-conquer method.
FFT analyzes finite samples of a signal, which constitutes a rectangular window
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(apodization) on the data stream with infinite replication (or periodic extension) of this
slice. Multiplying such a boxcar function results in a convolution with the Fourier trans-
formed window function in the frequency domain, which results in side lobes around
the spectral peaks. When the spectral component does not contain an integer number
of cycles inside the sampled internal, the frequency component will not represent the
corresponding position and peak. This leakage effect is manifested as a loss of spectral
resolution as well as the amplitude precision in spectral domain. In the same time, it
spills the emission spectrum centered at one frequency bin into the surrounding regions,
which limits the resolving power for high dynamic range signals. Weak signals are
masked and therefore difficult to be detected in spectral domain.
Since this leakage effect is mainly associated with the discontinuity on the ends
of the signal, it can be suppressed by using a multiplicative function, which gradually
and gently reduces the signal intensity towards zero on the edges. Consequently, the
extended sequence on the boundaries can be smoothly connected without significant
deviation on the amplitudes. Commonly used windows are the Hanning window, the
Hamming window, the Blackman window, etc. Some of the corresponding window
properties are summarized in Table 4.1 based on Cerna and Harvey (2000) and Harris
(1978).
Windowing the original signal results in the modification of the corresponding signal
envelope. Besides integrating over all the relevant DFT bins, the input amplitude can
also be determined by its peak intensity, where the spectral peak needs to be corrected
by multiplying a scaling factor based on the utilized window coefficients. Generally,
a window function with small side lobe levels (side lobe level in Table 4.1) implies a
widen main lobe. For example, the Hanning window does not provide as much side lobe
suppression as the Blackman window does, but its main lobe is narrower, which offers
higher spectral resolvability for the frequency information. Therefore, the choice of a
proper window function varies for specific applications to make an inherent trade-off
between lowering the side lobes and remaining the narrow main lobe.
Table 4.1: Window functions and their properties.
Window type Scaling factor RBW (-6dB) ENBW Side lobe level (dB)
None (rectangular) 1.0 1.21 1.0 -13.3
Hanning 0.5 2.00 1.5 -32.2
Hamming 0.54 1.81 1.36 -43.5
Bartlett 0.5 1.77 1.33 -26.5
Blackman 0.42 2.29 1.73 -58.1
Flat top 0.215 4.67 3.78 -68.8
As a result of multiplying the original signal with a window function, the main lobe
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of the Fourier transformed spectrum becomes broadened compared with the spectrum
from non-windowed signal. For closely located multiple signal components with similar
amplitudes, their main lobes may be overlapped due to limited resolving power. The
resolution bandwidth (RBW) describes the width of the main lobe frequency interval of
a 6dB attenuation, which corresponds to a drop of amplitude to 50% (FWHM). As the
consequence of the broadening effect, more noise is transfered into the measurements,
which increases the uncertainty of spectral information. In this case, the equivalent noise
bandwidth (ENBW) of a window function is used for the evaluation of the amount of
noise gathered inside of the the main lobe with respect to a non-windowed spectrum.
The FFT operates like a bank of filters with certain bandwidth for each bin spacing,
therefore only the noise inside this frequency range is transfered into the corresponding
spectral information. For a double sided Fourier spectrum, the improvement of the
SNR for each frequency bin is a factor of
√
N
2 for fringe pattern with N samples. As
a consequence of applying the window function, the spectrum is broadened and the
amount of noise that is accumulated in one frequency bin is also increased. To account
for this effect, the ENBW should be included as the corresponding factor to represent
the equivalent filter bandwidth for the effective SNR in spectral domain.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the spectra converted from a composed fringe pattern with two
different spatial frequencies utilizing various window functions. The spectral resolu-
tion achieves its maximum with the smallest FWHM without additional apodization
function, while the leakage effect produces large interference between adjacent lines.
Adding the window functions attempts to suppress the side lobs by broadening the width
of the main lobe, which thus reduces the spectral resolution. When multiple emission
lines are closely located, the Hanning function or the Hamming function is suggested
for use without greatly losing the spectral resolution. The Blackman window function
is sometimes preferred to reduce the side lobe effect. A more specific analysis of the
SNR with different apodization functions is provided in Section 5.8.1 considering the
instrument radiometric performance.
The estimation accuracy of the spectral information (frequency, amplitude and
phase) is generally limited to half of the spectral bin, since the DFT only enables the
spectrum to be resolved at each bin component. In reality, the spectrum of a natural
signal is composed of frequencies lying on a continuum, they can not be well approx-
imated by atoms on the DFT grid. This is sometimes called the picket fence effect, the
associated attenuation of the spectrum magnitude is named the scalloping loss (Harris,
1978).
When the frequency sampling is considered to be too sparse, zeros padding at the
end (sometimes on both sides) of the signal leads to the interpolated spectrum in spectral
domain, which can therefore provide a high quality Sinc interpolation of the non-padded
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Figure 4.1: Spectral information obtained via different window functions. Input signal
amplitude is 1 for each sinus component, input frequencies are 87 and 90.5 fringes/cm,
represented by the dashed black lines in the plot. The scaling factor is used to show the
amplitudes at the corresponding positions. Zero padding with a factor of 10 is added on
the original signal.
FFT of the original data. Therefore, a good representation of the estimated spectrum
can be achieved. The zero padding is sometimes not computationally efficient if the
accuracy of the spectral information is highly required (Smith and Serra, 1987), e.g.
several orders of magnitude better than the resolution of DFT bins. Alternatively, the
scalloping loss can be corrected by spectral interpolation methods based on maximal
amplitude samples in the main lobe (Jain et al., 1979; Abe and Smith III, 2004).
4.2 Line spectra estimation
As a typical non-parametric approach, the DFT usually has limited resolving power and
estimation accuracy due to additional window functions and the spectral leakage effect.
Its accurate representation also requires long observation intervals. Instead, the para-
metric methods represent the spectrum by firstly estimating the parameters of the signal
model in the presence of noise. Since the parametric methods do not rely on data win-
dowing, the results will not lead to the spectral leakage effect. Owing to the additional
information assumed, a parametric method is expected to offer better frequency resol-
ution than the non-parametric method, especially when applied to measurements with
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shorter samples.
The SHS instrument generally has very high spectral resolution, which enables in-
dividual emission line to be parameterized independently. Since the measured spectrum
consists of limited number of components, the recorded interferogram is usually very
sparse in spectral domain, which allows the interferogram to be represented with a few
parameters. When the envelope of the fringe pattern is slowly varying on the detector
array, e.g. by using a cylindrical lens as indicated in Damiani et al. (2007), the line
spectrum property can be well preserved.
The line spectral signal can be represented as a sparse linear combination of atoms
in a indexed dictionary from a finite number of observations. In several applications,
particularly in radar, communication, interferometry and so forth, the signals can be
well described by the combination of the Fourier basis at different frequencies fi for
complex valued signal:
y(x) =
K
∑
i=1
Ai
(
e− j(2pi fix+ϕi)+ e j(2pi fix+ϕi)
)
+N (µ, σ2) (4.2)
with the amplitude Ai and the initial phase ϕi for each component. N (µ, σ2) represents
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with bias µ and standard variance σ .
A joint estimation of the signal amplitude and phase from the fringe pattern is con-
sidered as a convex optimization problem for determined frequency fi , which can be
solved via least square method when the phase estimation is conveted to the linear es-
timator as well (Daniels, 2010). Detailed formulation can be found in Appendix A.1.
Nevertheless, a good estimation performance is not always guaranteed by applying the
least square method unless an accurate initialization for the frequency information is
provided, since the function has many sharp global maxima for fi. Although the peak
positions in spectral domain from DFT can be treated as the good starting values for the
optimization, the spectral resolution based on this method is still limited by the resolving
power of the Fourier transform.
Alternatively, several high resolution power spectrum estimation methods such as
the Pisarenko harmonic decomposition (Pisarenko, 1973), Maximum Entropy Method
(MEM) (Burg, 1972) and Capon’s Minimum Variance Method (MVM) have been pro-
posed in the past decades. In addition, some methods based on the covariance matrix
information can also be used to estimate the signal frequency with higher resolution.
These methods decompose a covariance matrix of the noisy signal into signal subspace
and noise subspace. Typical subspace methods are the MUltiple SIgnal Classification
(MUSIC) (Schmidt, 1986) and the Estimating Signal Parameters via Rotational Invari-
ance Techniques (ESPRIT) method (Roy and Kailath, 1989). These methods both re-
quire some a-priori information of the signal, e.g. number of components, to separ-
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ate the eigenvalues in signal subspace and noise subspace. They are able to achieve
asymptotic approach to the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB, Stoica and Nehorai
(1989)), a lower bound on the variance of unbiased estimators, with a good approx-
imation (Swindlehurst et al., 2001).
4.2.1 Multiple signal classification (MUSIC)
Generally, a signal made of K complex sinusoids with unknown frequency fi can be
modeled as:
y(x) =
K
∑
i=1
Aie j(2pi fix+ϕi)
=
K
∑
i=1
Aie jϕie j2pi fix
(4.3)
where Ai, ϕi are the unknown amplitude and initial phase information, respectively. A
real valued sinusoidal signal can be expressed by the combination of two exponential
components at ± fi. In the presence of AWGN, the signal model can be vectorized as:
Y (x) = A (θ)s (x)+N (x) (4.4)
where Y (x), s(x) and N (x) correspond to the measurements, original signal and noise.
A = [a(θ1) , . . . ,a(θK)] is the N×K steering matrix where K is the number of sources .
Each steering vector can be written as:
a (θ) =
[
1,e− j2piθ ,e− j2pi2θ , · · · ,e− j2pi(N−1)θ
]T
(4.5)
When the signals and the noise are not correlated, the N×N correlation matrix is given
by Schmidt (1986) :
R = E
[
YY H
]
= Rs+σ20 I
=U sΣsUHs +U nΣnU
H
n
(4.6)
where Rs denotes the signal covariance matrix. H denotes the conjugate transpose of
the matrix. U s is the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors related to K largest eigen-
values after eigenvalue decomposition of matrix R. The rest N−K eigenvalues are the
minimum eigenvalues of R, σ20 I represents the covariance matrix related to the noise
process. The subspace spanned by the vectors in U n is the noise subspace which is
orthogonal to the subspace [a(θ1) , . . . ,a(θL)] spanned by the steering vectors:
aH (θ)U n = 0 (4.7)
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The estimator which minimizes the norm
∥∥aH (θ)U n∥∥2 for a(θi) indicates the fre-
quency information of ith sinus component. The corresponding pseudospectrum can
be built as:
p(θ) =
1
‖aH (θ)U n‖2
=
1
aH (θ)Uˆ nUˆ
H
n a (θ)
(4.8)
This function has K sharp peaks at its peak frequencies. Therefore, the sinusoidal fre-
quency components can be determined by searching through all angles θ and finding
the K highest peaks of the pseudospectrum. Accordingly, the corresponding frequency
of the original signal can be calculated from the estimated angle information.
For a typical MUSIC approach, the resolution depends on the precision of the scan-
ning angle. Alternatively, the spectrum search process can be replaced by calculating
the roots of a polynomial expression. This method converts the estimation of the re-
quired parameters to the problem of finding roots of the polynomial on the unit circle,
namely the Root-MUSIC method (Root-MUSIC, Barabell (1983)). This method can
achieve higher resolution while keeping low computational cost.
4.2.2 Estimating signal parameters via rotational invariance tech-
niques (ESPRIT)
Similar to the MUSIC method, the ESPRIT method also estimates the sinusoid fre-
quencies by mean of eigenvalue decomposition. Differently, it utilizes the rotational
invariance property from the signal subspace of the covariance matrix spanned by two
time/space-shifted data vectors. This avoids the spectrum search process in typical MU-
SIC method, ensuring a fast and robust estimation.
Considering two subarrays both containing m elements with known and fixed dis-
tance in between, a complex sinusoid e j2pi fim can be shifted by one sample by multiply-
ing an additional phase term e j2pi fi . The first subarray with measurement Y 1 and the
second subarray with measurement Y 2 can be expressed as (Roy and Kailath, 1989):
Y 1 = [a (θ1) ,a (θ2) , · · · ,a (θN)]S+N1 = AS+N1
Y 2 =
[
a (θ1)e j2pi f1 ,a (θ2)e j2pi f2, · · · ,a (θN)e j2pi fN
]
S+N2 = AΦS+N2
(4.9)
where Φ = diag
[
e j2pi f1,e j2pi f2, · · · ,e j2pi fK] is a diagonal phase matrix, the elements are
the relative phases between the adjacent samples of the sinusoids. Defining covariance
matrix of signal array:
Y =
[
Y 1
Y 2
]
=
[
A
AΦ
]
S+N = AS+N (4.10)
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the covariance matrix can be represented using the eigenvalue decomposition as:
R = E
[
YY H
]
= ARsA
H
+RN =U SΣSUHS +UNΣNU
H
N (4.11)
Assuming the K largest eigenvalues [e1,e2, · · · ,eK] of R to be E s, since m K, the
subspace spanned by the K largest eigenvalues and the subspace spanned by the steering
vectors A are equal: span{U s} = span
{
A(θ)
}
. Therefore, there exists unique non-
singular matrix T so that:
E s =∑
n
[e1,e2, · · · ,eK] =
[
E 1
E 2
]
=
[
AT
AΦT
]
(4.12)
where ∑n = I. Submatrices AT and AΦT have same rank K, therefore the rank of E s
should also be K, since E 1 and E 2 lie in the signal subspace spanned by the same signal:
span{Us1}= span{A(θ)}= span{Us2} (4.13)
When the array matrix A has full rank, the rotation invariance of two signal subspaces
of received data from two sub arrays can be derived as:
U s2 =U s1T−1ΦT =U s1Ψ (4.14)
where each column of T is the eigenvectors of Ψ and matrix Φ is the diagonal matrix
consisting of eigenvalues of Ψ. Once the rotation invariance matrix Ψ is calculated, the
ESPRIT estimates the frequency as θi = −arg(vi) where vi is the eigenvalue of matrix
Ψ with full rank by the least square (LS) method:
Ψ =
(
UHS1U S1
)−1
UHS1U S2 (4.15)
from which the frequency can be estimated.
4.3 Numerical examples
4.3.1 Single component scenario
In this section, the performances of several selected spectral analysis methods are eval-
uated for single sinusoid signal in the presence of AWGN. The SNR in the simulation
denotes: SNR = Aσ , where A is the amplitude of the collected fringe pattern and σ is
the standard variance of the noise. The first scenario considers the evaluation of the
frequency estimation based on the subspace methods under different SNR levels by
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varying σ . The spatial frequency of the simulated monochromatic emission line is set
to be 50.5 fringes/cm, 50 trials are tested under each SNR condition.
Figure 4.2 displays the probability of identifying the signal frequency correctly
within 1 DFT bin (50-51 fringes/cm) with different number of samples. Both sub-
space methods can reach almost accuracy results when the SNR is larger than 1. The
frequency estimation performance of these subspace methods are limited under lower
SNR level, as indicated by Tufts et al. (1988). Increasing the number of samples can
also improve the accuracy of the frequency estimation. The ESPRIT approach performs
slightly better and more stable than the Root-MUSIC algorithm.
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Figure 4.2: Probability of accurately estimating the signal frequency under different
SNR conditions utilizing the Root-MUSIC and the ESPRIT methods. 300, 500 and
1000 pixels are included in the comparison.
Figure 4.3 shows the comparison between the estimated parameters using the sub-
space and the FFT for single tone scenario. Hanning apodization function is applied
before applying the FFT, a good representation of the estimated spectrum is achieved
via zero padding by a factor of 1000. As shown in the corresponding subplots, although
both subspace methods can hardly provide the optimal results at lower SNR, their per-
formances are slightly better than the FFT at higher SNR. The windowed FFT can only
provide limited accuracy at higher SNR for frequency and phase estimation, which is
possibly related to the window type and the number of zero-padding.
Figure 4.4 reveals the comparison between different subspace methods regarding
to the time consumption with various number of samples. Despite the Root-MUSIC
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Figure 4.3: The Root-mean-square error (RMSE) of parameter estimation performance
using subspace methods and FFT for single emission spectrum. The generated signal
contains 500 samples with signal amplitude 1 and signal phase 0.5 radian. In order to
evaluate the performance on the signal with different spatial frequencies, the frequency
of the signal is set to be 100 fringes/cm plus an additional random fractional number
(between 0 and 1) in each trial, total 100 trials are generated at each SNR level.
method avoids the search in the pseudospectrum by means of polynomial rooting, its
time cost is still an order of magnitude higher than the ESPRIT method. The time
consumption from two methods do not show significant SNR dependent behavior, while
it is highly related to the number of measurements due to the matrix decomposition
procedure. When the computational power is limited, the ESPRIT method is more
preferred since the estimation can be achieved in one shot. Therefore, the ESPRIT
approach is adopted and discussed in the later sections.
4.3.2 Multiple components scenario
This section mainly investigates the spectral reconstruction accuracy for the signal com-
posed of multiple emission lines. In the first part, the generated fringe patterns contain
12 well spaced spatial frequencies starting from 50.5 fringes/cm (or 50.5 DFT bins in
spectral domain). The frequencies are estimated by means of ESPRIT method where the
number of emission line is provided as the a prior information. The distance between
each spatial frequency is tested up to one DFT bin (1 fringes/cm).
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Figure 4.4: Computational time of Root-MUSIC and ESPRIT methods with various
number of samples.
Figure 4.5 shows the frequency reconstruction error averaged over all the estim-
ated tones using the ESPRIT method from signals containing 300 to 700 samples. A
frequency estimation error within approximate 0.1 fringes/cm can be achieved by the
ESPRIT method when the components are spaced over 0.8 DFT bins, which is beyond
the traditional Fourier transformation. In addition, the subspace method does not show
significant sampling number dependent behavior, therefore it can achieve high resolu-
tion even with limited samples. On the contrary, the spectral resolution based on the
FFT method is directly related to the number of samples and to the utilized window
functions (Table 4.1).
The next part in the simulation compares the stability of the subspace and the Four-
ier transform methods under different SNR conditions to reconstruct 20 frequencies
spaced by 2 DFT bins. This study mainly investigates their ability to discern signals
at different frequencies and significantly different power levels, specifically to identify
low level signals in the presence of signal with much higher intensity. The relative in-
tensity between each component, defined as the dynamic ranges (DR), is set to be 1, 5
and 10 respectively to evaluate the algorithm performance. The noise defined here is in
reference to highest signal intensity among these emission lines.
Figure 4.6(a) displays the reconstructed frequency error with different DRs. The
subspace method fails to reconstruct some of signal components under lower SNR
higher DR condition, since the signal subspaces formed by these true emission lines
are difficult to be completely identified. On the contrary, the Fourier transform can
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Figure 4.5: Frequency estimation for well spaced scenario with sampling length ranges
from 300 to 700 in noiseless case using ESPRIT method. In this example, each inter-
ferogram contains 12 different sinusoidal signals with well-spaced spatial frequencies,
the base frequency starts from 50.5 fringes/cm. Each signal component is set to be with
the same amplitude and random phase.
provide more robust performance at lower SNR. Nevertheless, without additional fitting
procedure, its performance is limited due to the interference between the neighboring
lines.
Regarding the amplitude estimation (Figure 4.6(b)), both methods can provide ac-
curate performance when the dynamic range is relatively low. The amplitudes estimated
from FFT become deviated when the intensity of each line differs remarkably. Even
though the applied window function suppresses the side lobes to some extent, the corres-
ponding amplitudes can not be extracted directly from the spectrum without additional
interpolation or fitting procedure. In addition, the window function will also broaden
the spectral main lobes, making closely located signal components more difficult to be
identified.
A snapshot for the generated spectra based on different approaches is shown in
Figure 4.7. The unwindowed signal (rectangular window) shows the poorest dynamic
range, whereas the Hanning window function would provide better performance at the
cost of reducing the spectral resolution. The Hanning windowed spectrum can be well
represented by the Gaussian mixture model with determined frequency positions. Note
that the prior knowledge on the component frequencies are essential in this fitting pro-
cess.
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(a) Frequency estimation error
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Figure 4.6: Reconstruction error for the signal frequency and amplitude using the ES-
PRIT and the FFT with varying SNR, averaged over each signal component in 100 trials.
The interferogram with 500 samples consists of 20 well-spaced frequencies separated
by 2 DFT bins, starting from 50.5 fringes/cm. The relative intensity between each sig-
nal component is set to be 1, 5 and 10 respectively. The SNR is defined as SNR= Amaxσ ,
where Amax is the highest amplitude among the generated signal components. Zero
padding by factor of 1000 and Hanning apodization function are added before FFT.
Based on the subspace (ESPRIT) method, the least square estimation can provide
almost unbiased amplitudes (mean amplitude reconstruction error about 0.014%). It
is observed that both methods (especially the Gaussian mixture model in this simula-
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tion) sometimes lead to numerical instability (change of amplitudes between emission
lines), since the orthogonality may not maintain between closely located spectral lines.
Nevertheless, based on different methods, the total energies summed over the spectral
band remain identical. Identifying the intensity of each individual line with FFT can be
achieved by increasing the spectral resolution, e.g. by sampling more pixels.
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Figure 4.7: Reconstructed spectra using different methods in comparison with the input
spectral intensity containing 20 well spaced components. The amplitude of each signal
component is randomly generated between 1 and 10. The SNR in spatial domain is
100 and the sampling length is 500 pixels. Blue lines indicate a fitted spectrum using
Gaussian mixture method with determined frequency information. Blue dots represent
the amplitudes estimated from the ESPRIT method.
4.3.3 O2A-band simulation
To further evaluate the performance of the spectral analysis in a more realistic scen-
ario, several interferograms are generated based on the designed model parameters for
AtmoSHINE instrument. In these simulations, each interferogram was generated us-
ing the O2A-band emission lines between 763.31 and 764.28 nm (total 6 lines) with
spatial frequency between 108 fringes/cm and 175 fringes/cm. Figure 4.8 shows an
interferogram with 800 pixels per row obtained on the detector for emissions at night
time between 86 km and 119 km based on the HITRAN database (Gordon et al., 2017).
Since the emission at night time is relatively low, longer integration time is required for
a good measurement. In addition, 20 detector rows are summed up for each altitude bin
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to improve the SNR, therefore the altitude resolution is about 1.5 km for each altitude
bin.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated interferogram of the O2A-band nightglow emission between 86
km and 119 km. 800 x 800 pixels are sampled on the detector localization plane. Util-
ized six emission lines are at: 763.31 nm, 763.43 nm, 763.73 nm, 763.84 nm, 764.17
nm and 764.28 nm. Each row contains 800 pixels.
The amplitude estimation results for different number of samples are plotted in Fig-
ure 4.9 with respect to different noise levels. A minor deviation is still present under
high SNR based on the Fourier transform method, the reconstructed amplitudes error
converge asymptotically to around 1%. This discrepancy is possibly related to the spec-
tral leakage and the interferences from the adjacent lines in spectral domain. In con-
trast, the subspace arises more accurate estimation. To obtain an amplitude estimation
error of 1%, the subspace methods require a SNR of 5, whereas a conventional Fourier-
transform requires a 50% higher signal-to-noise ratio. A noticeable improvement can
be seen on the amplitude results by increasing the number of sampling points.
In the next scenario, the interferograms are generated by a set of broadened emis-
sion lines with different wavelengths. The broadening effect is simulated by setting
a Gaussian-profile distribution of each emission line wavenumber (wavelength). The
spectral broadening effect exhibits a decrease in the envelop of the fringe pattern (Liu
et al., 2018). Figure 4.10 shows an example of the converted spectra with one wavenum-
ber broadening for each component. For the subspace method, 15 emission lines are
assumed to imitate the spectral broadening effect.
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Figure 4.9: Amplitude estimation results simulated under different SNRs based on the
Fourier transform method (Hanning apodization) and the subspace method (ESPRIT).
The estimation error corresponds to the averaged error for 6 emission lines.
Both methods exhibit little biased frequency localizations compared with their cor-
rected peak positions. In the presence of spectral broadening effect, the peak amplitudes
in the spectral domain do not correspond to the input emission intensity. Since the line
spectra assumption for frequency estimation is no longer valid for the broadened spec-
trum, the subspace method describes the broadening effect by using multiple emission
lines for each line pair. The intensities can be obtained from the sum (subspace method)
or the integration (FFT) over the effective spectral range. Simulation results indicate
that both methods lead to an estimation uncertainty of about 1% for the absolute value,
and less than 0.5% for the relative intensity between each line pair.
When the interferogram shows large envelope variation or phase distortion, the spec-
tral broadening effect consequently leads to the line splitting when applying conven-
tional subspace method. Nevertheless, the subspace method can provide necessary fre-
quency information for an unknown spectrum, which is especially essential when the
spectral resolution based on the Fourier transform is limited. These frequencies can also
be used as the initial frequency information for the spectral fitting method. When the
relative ratio between emission lines needs to be addressed correctly, e.g. to derive the
temperature, the Fourier transform method is practically more preferred. The analysis
of the broadening effect (spectral line shape) on the real instrument will be shown in
Section 5.4 .
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Figure 4.10: Converted spectra with one wavenumber broadening interferogram con-
taing 800 pixels at SNR=20. The spectrum (green line) obtained from the Hanning
windowed interferogram does not contain the correction using the corresponding scal-
ing factor. For the subspace method (blue dots), 15 emission lines are assumed as the a
prior information.
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Chapter 5
Instrument characterization and
calibration
Before the atmospheric emission spectrum can be derived from the observations, the
obtained raw interferograms must be processed to the corrected data. The processing
steps are based on a series of calibration measurements on ground. The main objectives
of the calibration procedures are to correct for the instrumental effects that arose from
the design and assembly. In this study, the radiometric performance of the instrument is
characterized using a blackbody. A specified calibration unit was built-up in the optical
lab for detailed instrument characterization. The following sections provide specified
studies on the selected characteristics including the phase and image distortion, the in-
strument line shape function, the spectral position and modulation efficiency (visibility)
calibration as well as the ghost emission lines. These steps are demonstrated using the
laboratory measurements followed by some results after correction. Last but not least,
the measurement uncertainty is also evaluated in this chapter.
5.1 Radiometric characterization
In this section, the radiometric response of the instrument is investigated within the sig-
nal level of expected atmospheric emissions. Even though the atmospheric temperature
retrieval from relative distribution of O2A-band emission lines does not require a strict
absolute radiometric calibration, this characterization can still provide useful inform-
ation to understand the systemic input-output-response. By means of a characterized
blackbody, the ratio between the incoming photons arriving at the instrument and the
detected digital counts can be estimated.
The spectral radiance per unit wavelength λ from an ideal blackbody can be de-
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scribed based on the Planck’s law as:
Bλ (λ ,T ) =
2hc2
λ 5
1
e
hc
λkBT −1
(5.1)
with kB the Boltzmann constant 1.38× 1023J · K−1, h the Planck constant 6.626×
10−34J · s, and c the speed of light. Defining the instrument etendue G which is re-
lated to the area A and the solid angle Ω of the instrument, the corresponding number
of photons Nphotons(λ , T ) (per second) entering the instrument can be calculated by
scaling to the energy per photon hν as:
Nphotons (λ ,T ) =
Bλ (λ ,T )
E (λ )
G=
2hc2
λ 5
1
e
hc
λkBT −1
hυ
G=
2c
λ 4
1
e
hc
λkBT −1
G (5.2)
The instrument receives emissions at wavelengths between 762 nm and 765.3 nm
within the optical filter range. The estimated blackbody spectral radiance at different
temperatures is shown in Figure 5.1 for this wavelength region of interest. The expec-
ted limb radiance of a strong O2A-band emission line is about 109photons/s/cm2/sr
(Kaufmann et al., 2018). For multiple emission lines in the filter range, a total intensity
should be in the order of 1010photons/s/cm2/sr. This corresponds to the blackbody
temperature of about 760 K. If the radiance at 10% of the total radiance also needs to be
detected as the lower bound, the effective blackbody temperature is about 695 K.
In this measurement, the distance between the blackbody emission surface and the
first lens of the instrument is about 141.5 cm, which enables the emissions from the
blackbody to cover the whole FOV of the instrument. The temperature of the blackbody
was tuned between 693 K and 773 K to evaluate the conversion ratio. During the exper-
iment, the detector was cooled down to−35◦C to reduce the dark current by connecting
the detector board to the liquid nitrogen. In the end, the corresponding dark current and
detector offset were measured and subtracted before further analysis.
The expected photons from the blackbody on the instrument and the actual detec-
ted signal counts are plotted in Figure 5.2(a), based on the averaged values over the
effective area of the detector (840 x 840 pixels in the image center). The relationship
between the increment of detector counts and the increasing number of photons fol-
lows the linear trend with the gradient of around 5.4 photons/count. Considering the
detector quantum efficiency and the photon transfer ratio estimated in Section 2.3, the
corresponding instrument optical transmission ratio is approx. 23%.
Figure 5.2(b) illustrates the distribution of the conversion ratio derived from the
gradient of the linear regression analysis for each pixel, which shows quite significant
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Figure 5.1: Spectral radiance estimated from an ideal blackbody at different temperat-
ures, the dashed lines represent the optical filter range.
variance over the field. Considering the photon loss on the filter (7%), on the beam
splitter (50%) and on the gratings (20%), the system optical transmission ratio is about
37%. The characterized conversion ratio at the center area is about 3.7 photons/count,
this value corresponds to 34% optical transmission ratio, which fits to the theoretical
budget estimation.
The conversion ratio obtained on the image edge areas is about 9 photons/count ,
which corresponds to 13% optical transmission ratio. This decrease towards edges is
assumed to be associated with the field curvature of the designed optics. Simulation
result from optical ray-tracing software shows around 15% intensity drop over the field,
the misalignment during assembly may account for the additional decrease in practice.
5.2 Interferogram generation using the calibration unit
A specified calibration source, namely the AtmoSHINE calibration unit (ACU), was
built up for the on-ground calibration, as shown in Figure 5.3 for its setup. This calibra-
tion unit is able to provide the emission similar to that from the atmosphere, which ful-
fills the requirements regarding virtually homogeneous scene (infinity) and plane wave
configuration over the full FOV. A fore optics subsystem images the emission from the
laser source onto a spot on the diffusor, where the spatial coherence of the laser light is
removed. A homogenous illumination is achieved using an optic subsystem containing
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(a) Photon counts curve obtained at different blackbody tem-
peratures
(b) Photon counts distribution estimated
for each pixel
Figure 5.2: Estimation of photon-to-count conversion ratio. (a): Measurements with
different temperatures. Each value represents the results averaged over the effective
area (840x840 pixels) on the detector. (b): Conversion ratio derived from the gradient
of the linear regression analysis for each pixel. The vertical “barber pole” corresponds
to the location of the zero-order interference.
micro lens array. The homogenous scene is then set to infinity such that the aperture of
the instrument is uniformly illuminated by plane waves virtually from infinity.
Figure 5.3: AtmoSHINE calibration unit (ACU) setup.
Following Englert and Harlander (2006), the flatfield of each arm was measured
one by one with another arm blocked to verify the instrument inhomogeneity. The in-
strument was illuminated by a tunable laser with emission line inside the filter range.
Each illuminated scene in Figure 5.4 covers a round shape with a diameter of about 500
pixels on the detector. Compared with the radiometric characterization result using the
blackbody (Figure 5.2(b)), the recorded images with the ACU setup are more homo-
geneous within the circular areas. Specifically, the flatfields at row 450 are displayed in
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(a) Measurement of arm 1
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(b) Measurement of arm 2
Figure 5.4: AtmoSHINE flatfield measurements using laser and ACU configuration.
Each flatfield was generated with another arm blocked.
Figure 5.5 where the two arms are well balanced within the 10% intensity drop region.
The relative intensity between two arms are 51% and 49%, respectively.
Since the output shape of the ACU is not fully characterized so far, its contribution
on the obtained flatfield can hardly be extracted from the measurements. Each flatfield
measurement is actually the superposition of the ACU output shape and the instrument
flatfield. In this case, the measured flatfield images are not suitable for practical correc-
tion. Alternatively, the radiometric measurements are used to correct for the instrument
inhomogeneity, with zero-order interference pattern replaced by a series of interpolated
points for each row. The modulation efficiency variation caused by the unbalanced arms
is corrected in the visibility calibration.
During the experiment, some of the interferograms were over exposed, which gen-
erates additional saturated areas on the obtained interferograms. An example of the
interferogram containing 840x840 pixels at 762.39 nm is shown in Figure 5.6. The
saturation effect will create the discontinuity of the interferogram and therefore gener-
ate side lobes and harmonics in the Fourier transformed spectrum. This effect is more
serious for lower spatial frequency signal since more saturated pixels will occur per
period. The influence of the saturation effect on the spectral intensity will be addressed
in Section 5.7.
The tilt of the interferogram is the consequence of rotating the gratings in the as-
sembly procedure. Note that this tilt cannot be removed by image rotation due to its
wavelength dependency and related smearing in the vertical information. Instead of ap-
plying spatial binning which might decrease the visibility of the binned fringes, meas-
urement binning can be still be made in spectral domain. With such a rotating config-
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Figure 5.5: Intensity of two arms at row 450. Dashed lines indicate the edges where the
intensity drop to 90% of the highest value. The relative intensity is about 51% and 49%
for two arms within the dashed region. Green curve indicates the intensity difference
between two arms.
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Figure 5.6: Raw interferogram containing 840x840 pixels at 762.39 nm.
uration, the ghost lines from other side of Littrow can be separated using 2 dimensional
Fourier transform, which will be shown later in Section 5.5.
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5.3 Distortion correction
The designed system shows a significant optical distortion mainly introduced by the dis-
tortion of the detector optics, which is both frequency and location dependent, as indic-
ated in Chapter 3 for the simulated scenario. With the tunable laser, the interferograms
at different wavelengths within the filter range were generated with the ACU setup to
characterize the interferogram distortion effect on the real instrument. The first step in
the analysis is to estimate the distortion parameter from a set of interferograms utilizing
the one-parameter division model. Estimation procedures for parameter determination
are quite similar to those used for the estimation on the simulated data based on line
features.
Figure 5.7 shows a plot for the estimated model parameters with respect to differ-
ent spatial frequencies. The distortion parameters obtained from different interfero-
grams reveal almost no wavelength dependency. Defining the distortion in percent as:
distortion(%) = 100× rd−ruru of the farthest point in each interferogram, the overall per-
centage is around 7.5%. This consistency inside the narrow bandwidth region allows the
interferograms with different spatial frequencies to be corrected with the same model
parameter, which is also valid for interferograms containing multiple emission lines.
Comparing with the similar study on the simulated interferograms in Figure 3.7, the
estimated parameters are more identical over the whole filter region. The modulation
depth of the interferogram from the practical instrument is greater than that from the
simulation, the curved features are therefore easier to be detected.
Another kind of phase distortion reveals a mainly localized effect (Englert et al.,
2004). This distortion can be characterized on the obtained interferogram row by row,
since this wavelength-independent phase distortion is only a function of detector pos-
ition. Once the phase curves are estimated, the correction of a phase distorted inter-
ferogram can be made in spatial domain via multiplying with this phase function. As a
comprehensive analysis, the performance of sequentially applying the image distortion
correction and the wavelength-independent phase distortion correction are investigated.
The parameter used in the division model for the interferogram distortion correction
is the mean value of parameters of 6 emission lines. To correct for the phase distortion
related to the position in the localization plane, phase functions are obtained row by
row from interferogram at 763.65 nm (130 fringes/cm), this correction technique is im-
plemented after interferogram distortion correction. The wavelength-dependent phase
shift will not deviate the spectrum once the absolute value in spectral domain is taken
(Englert et al., 2004), therefore it will not be included in the correction.
As can be seen in Figure 5.8(a) for the uncorrected phase residuals in one row, the
optical distortion is the major factor of the overall phase variation, which is more re-
markable at longer wavelengths. In this case, utilizing the image distortion correction
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Figure 5.7: Estimated distortion parameters from the interferograms generated between
762.29 nm and 765.01 nm. Dashed lines represent the corresponding spatial frequency
of 6 O2A-band emission lines for the temperature retrieval.
is able to generate stable phase functions within 500 pixels range. The phase functions
on two sides of the curves bend down to negative regions, which are the main residuals
after interferogram distortion correction. In addition, some local distortion effects can
also be observed on the measured phase, e.g. around column 670 in the plots. The cor-
responding interferogram phase can be well corrected when two correction techniques
are applied sequentially.
5.4 Instrument line shape
The instrument line shape (ILS) function indicates the normalized intensity distribution
that the spectrometer would record from a monochromatic source. For an ideal SHS in-
strument, the fringe pattern on its own is perfectly symmetric after Fourier transform and
does not shift the apparent location of the emission line. An ideal instrument line shape
function in a FTS is associated with the Fourier transform of the apodization functions.
Their spectral shape and the FWHM are investigated in Chapter 4. Though carefully
designed and constructed, the SHS instruments are still subject to imperfections which
affect the recorded interferogram and consequently create irregular spectrum.
Figure 5.9 shows the extracted instrument line shape functions from measurements
with a monochromatic laser source at different wavelengths. The spectra are shown for
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Figure 5.8: Phase residuals using different correction techniques for a set of emission
lines at row 400. Phase curves are normalized to zero at the center position. Phase
function characterized at 763.65 nm is used for the wavelength independent phase dis-
tortion correction. When both corrections are applied, image distortion correction is
implemented ahead of phase distortion correction.
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row 400 from interferograms containing 840x840 pixels without apodization function.
In these plots, the intensity of each emission spectrum is normalized to 1 for the com-
parison. The FWHMs of the ILS main lobes measured in spectral domain are almost
identical. The measurements appear to show that this instrument has an asymmetric ILS.
According to the study in Section 5.3, in addition to the local phase distortion effect, this
asymmetry is mainly associated with the interferogram distortion. The pincushion dis-
tortion generates the spectrum containing lower spatial frequency component. Therefore
the interferograms become more asymmetric, when more pixels from boundary regions
are included.
Figure 5.10 displays the spectral line shapes converted from 700 pixels at row 550
after applying the image distortion correction and the phase distortion correction. The
two side lobes after image distortion correction become more symmetric after image
distortion correction. The phase correction can further fine-tune the spectral line shapes
to compensate for the rest phase distortion. The ILS for each emission line after correc-
tions is closer to an ideal Sinc function converted from Fourier transform with rectangle
apodization function.
Figure 5.11 reveals the spectra from the composed interferograms containing emis-
sion lines at 763.65 nm and 763.81 nm with different techniques. The uncorrected spec-
trum shows evident side lobe effect on the left side. Accordingly, the left spectral peak
shows relative higher intensity, which is mainly introduced by the low spatial frequency
component from the right spectral peak due to the distortion effect. The obtained spectra
after applying image distortion corrections result in higher spatial resolution. Applying
the phase distortion correction after image distortion correction can produce a more
concentrated spectral shape. The difference between the integrated spectral intensities
using different correction techniques is about 2%.
5.5 Ghost lines correction
For a typical SHS instrument, the emission line on both sides of the Littrow can create
the same spatial frequency component in spectral domain. The unwanted emission lines
in spectral domain are sometimes called the ghosts, which will affect the required spec-
trum for scientific analysis. Usually this effect can be avoided by setting the optical filter
bandpass on one side of the Littrow. Alternatively, interferograms from the two sides
of the Littrow wavelength can be distinguished by slightly tilting the gratings by a cer-
tain angle in the direction perpendicular to the interference plane. The interferograms
therefore exhibit different orientations for the emission lines from the left or right side
of the Littrow wavelength. The clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations correspond
to different quadrants of the two dimensional Fourier transformed (2D FFT) spectrum,
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Figure 5.9: Instrumental line shape as obtained from laboratory measurements without
apodization at row 400 with different number of samples. The spatial frequency of each
emission line is normalized to 0 in the comparison.
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Figure 5.10: Instrument line shape functions without apodization at row 550 with differ-
ent correction techniques. Phase curves measured at 763.25 nm is used for the localized
phase distortion correction. The spatial frequency of each emission line is normalized
to 0 in the comparison.
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Figure 5.11: Spectra obtained via composed interferograms consisting of emission lines
at 763.65 nm and 763.81 nm. The Hamming function is used as the apodization function
on the 700 pixels. Dashed lines indicate the integration region to calculate the total
intensity.
which makes the removal or separation possible.
Figure 5.12(a) shows a composed interferogram consisting of two emission lines:
760.04 nm at the shorter wavelength region of the Littrow wavelength (761.5 nm) and
761.79 nm at the longer wavelength region. The 2D FFT is applied to separate the
emission lines, and the corresponding recovered interferogram at longer wavelength
side of Littrow is displayed in 5.12(b). Note that after separation a weak interference
strip around column 450 still preserves, it consists of some remaining low frequency
components after processing. The Fourier transformed spectrum after ghost removal is
shown in Figure 5.13, which illustrates nearly the same result as that converted from
the original single emission interferogram. The peak intensity at around 17 fringes/cm
differs only within 0.2% before and after correction .
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(a) Interferogram before ghost removal
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(b) Interferogram after ghost removal
Figure 5.12: (a): Composed interferograms with emissions at 760.04 nm and 761.79
nm. The Littrow wavelength is about 761.5 nm. (b) Separated interferogram based on
2D FFT, the remaining emission line is 761.79 nm.
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Figure 5.13: Ghost emission line correction. Black curve: original composed spectrum
from two components. Blue dashed curve: original single line spectrum. Red curve:
the spectrum separated by 2D FFT. Row 600 is shown for the demonstration, hamming
function and zero-padding are applied before transformation.
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5.6 Littrow calibration
The spatial frequency fi of an interferogram obtained on the detector localization plane
is dependent on the wavenumber of emission line σi, which can be expressed as follows:
fi = 4(σi−σl) tanθlM
= 4tanθlσiM−4tanθlσlM
= kσi+b
(5.3)
where M is the magnification factor of the detector optics, σl represents the Littrow
wavenumber, which follows the relation with the Littrow angle θl:
sinθl =
m
2dσl
(5.4)
with m the diffraction order and 1d the grating groove density. Characterization of three
unknown parameters (σl , θl , M) is possible by measuring the interferograms via adjust-
ing multiple laser wavelengths. Accordingly, the unknown parameters can be estimated
based on the gradient k and the bias b obtained from the linear regression analysis.
The spatial frequency of each interferogram is estimated using the subspace method,
or by detecting the corresponding peaks of the Fourier transformed spectrum with zero-
padding. The regression analysis in Figure 5.14 indicates that the estimated Littrow
wavenumber is 13132 cm−1 at room temperature in air, which is larger than the designed
value 13127 cm−1. The corresponding Littrow angle from the regression analysis is
27.2◦, and the magnification factor of the detector optics is about 1.72. Since the space
between optical components of the SHS is filled with air under laboratory conditions,
the pressure dependent refractive index change needs to be considered for measurements
under vacuum condition, which has about 0.1 nm shift towards shorter wavelengths.
5.7 Visibility calibration
In practice, not all the incoming photons can be fully modulated in an SHS system,
accurate estimation of the real emission line intensity and the atmospheric temperature
highly relies on the characterization of the ratio between the modulated part and the un-
modulated part in an interferogram. The visibility function of an SHS system describes
the system modulation efficiency (ME) variation for different spatial frequencies. In
this instrument, this variation is mainly associated to the modulation transfer function
(MTF) of the detector optics. Besides, the system visibility is also limited by the im-
balance of the beam splitter, local defects on the gratings, the MTF effect of the utilized
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Figure 5.14: Spatial frequency of the interferogram from a set of laser wavelengths
between 762.29 nm and 765.41 nm. The data was obtained under laboratory condition
at room temperature, in air. The zero crossing is 13132 cm−1 or 761.5 nm.
detector as well as other artifacts during assembly. Identification of the system visibility
is the key procedure to obtain the correct spectral information at different wavelengths.
To characterize the visibility variation of the obtained fringe pattern on the detector,
the Hilbert transform is used for the envelope estimation (Liu et al., 2018). The Hilbert
transform of a real valued function y(x) can be deemed as a following linear convolution
with a filter function h(x) = 1pix :
yˆ(x) = h(x)∗ y(x) (5.5)
This corresponds to a pi2 phase delay for positive components and a
pi
2 phase forward for
negative components in the spectral domain. When the analytic signal z(x) = y(x)+
jyˆ(x) that consists of the real interferogram signal y(x) and the corresponding Hilbert
transform yˆ(x) is adopted, the interferogram envelope can be derived straightforwardly
based on the following relation:
A(x) =
(
y2 (x)+ yˆ2 (x)
) 1
2 (5.6)
Figure 5.15 displays several 1-D fringes along with the detected envelopes at differ-
ent wavelengths. These envelopes in the subplots reveal a gradual decline in the signal
fringe contrast as they move further away from the signal center position. This indic-
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ates a inhomogeneous distribution of the signal modulation effect. As shown in the
estimated envelopes at higher wavelengths, the corresponding envelopes are relatively
low, which coincides with the decrease of the MTF at higher spatial frequencies. For
an interferogram containing monochromatic emission line, the correction can be made
directly by dividing the envelope function on the measured signal.
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Figure 5.15: Interferograms and their envelopes at different wavelengths on the detector.
The blue curve in each subplot represents the fringe pattern on one row, the red curve
shows the estimated signal envelope using the Hilbert transform. The mean intensity of
each signal is normalized to 1 for the comparison.
Regarding the interferograms containing multiple emission lines, the correction can
be made in spectral domain once the corresponding visibility correction factor is ob-
tained with the tunable laser. A demonstration of the visibility measurements is shown
in Figure 5.16 in spectral domain from the measured fringes at several wavelengths.
Since some interferograms at lower spatial frequency region are saturated during meas-
urements (e.g. Figure 5.6), this discontinuity results in the integer multiples (overtone)
of the fundamental frequency of the emission spectrum, as can be seen between 100 and
150 fringes/cm frequency region (relative intensity below 0.02). This will create uncer-
tainties in the characterized visibility function. Note that this integer harmonic effect
will not occur in real observations with the signal level below saturation region. For
the interested emission lines, the deviation of the spectrum obtained by using different
sampling points (500, 600, 700 pixels shown in Figure 5.16) is about 1%.
Figure 5.17 shows the visibility calibration matrix obtained at different detector
rows, where an overall decrement of the efficiency towards higher spatial frequencies
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Figure 5.16: Visibility function shown at row 600 for measured wavelength using tun-
able laser. The dashed lines represent the six O2A-band emission lines used for tem-
perature retrieval. For each fringe pattern in spatial domain, a Gaussian fit is used for
the flatfielding correction. Image distortion correction and phase correction are applied
before Fourier transformation. The sampling center is always the row center.
component can be observed. The visibility at the center area of the localization plane is
higher than in the upper and lower regions, which indicates a drop of modulation per-
formance on the edges of the optics. Besides, the variation of the modulation efficiency
also shows some local effects, e.g. around row 320, which might be associated with the
grating defect.
5.8 Uncertainty estimation
As a practical consideration, the measurement error which is embedded in the system
during measurements depends on many experimental factors as well as instrumental
configurations. Depending on different sources of error, the instrument uncertainty es-
timation is performed on two specific components: (a) the uncertainty of the measure-
ment under different SNR levels and (b) the uncertainty in the calibration procedure.
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Figure 5.17: Relative calibration matrix at different spatial frequencies on the detector
rows with 600 pixels. The plot shows the interpolated results at different spatial fre-
quencies based on the measured spectra. Six emission lines for the temperature retrieval
correspond to spatial frequency between 110 fringes/cm and 170 fringe/cm.
5.8.1 SNR estimation
Firstly, the expected SNR is estimated for an in-orbit observation scenario with differ-
ent integration times. For a CMOS image sensor, the SNR represents the ratio of the
original signal to the unwanted noise combined with the undesirable electronic signal
components and the inherent natural variation when counting photon flux. For this in-
strument, the noise is mainly caused by three parts: the detector dark current, the shot
noise and the readout noise. Assuming the incoming number of photons arriving at the
detector is constant under the integration time T , the SNR can be given by:
SNR=
QIphT√
QIphT + IdcT +σ2re
(5.7)
where Iph is the incoming photons on the detector per second and Idc is the detector
dark current in electrons. Comparing with other noise sources, the detector readout
noise is relatively low and does not increase with the increasing integration time. In
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this analysis, the quantum efficiency Q is considered to be constant within the measured
emission lines (about 3 nm). σre represents the standard deviation of the corresponding
readout noise. When the measured light signal is orders of magnitude higher than other
noise sources in the observation, the system can be considered to be shot noise limited.
When the instrument operates at about 1000 km altitude, each detector row records
approximately 0.1 km atmospheric vertical information, therefore 20 rows are binned
for each 2 km altitude bin. As a rough estimation for 13 night glow emission lines
inside the filter range, their averaged intensities are about 8×108 photons cm−2sr−1s−1
for each 2 km layer. The overall optical transmission efficiency is considered to be
about 25% based on the radiometric calibration measurements (Figure 5.2(b)). In this
estimation, the detector characteristics are based on the experimental results in Chapter
2. The detector dark current is estimated up to 40◦C according to the dark current model
parameter. 840 rows and 840 columns are considered to be the effective image area on
the detector.
Figure 5.18 illustrates the estimated measurement SNR with integration time up to
60s with 20 rows binning. The detector dark current does not show significant effect on
the SNR once the detector temperature is well below 10◦C. When the shot noise is the
main noise source in this system, the SNR for each line is dominated by the shot noise
multiplexing effect from the emission lines in the filter band.
The corresponding SNR of each emission component in spectral domain is con-
sidered based on the sampling length and the utilized apodization function, as intro-
duced in Section 4.1. The Fourier transform without apodization function enables the
SNR of an emission line in spectral domain to be improved by a factor of
√
N
2 with N
samples in spatial domain. In addition, the accumulated noise level in the spectrum may
vary when different apodization functions are used, as shown in Figure 5.19. In this
scenario, a SNR of about 80 in spectral domain can be achieved when the integration
time is set between 10s and 20s depending on the utilized apodization functions.
5.8.2 Calibration uncertainty
In this section, the uncertainty of the measurements is analyzed and summarized for
individual calibration procedure, as summarized in Table 5.1. Since most calibration
procedures are made on ground and used in orbit under different pressure and tem-
perature conditions, this might reveal some discrepancy for the measurements in orbit.
Without specific indication, the uncertainty analyzed here is mainly based on the instru-
ment performance on ground.
The manual calibration mode of the detector enables the correction of the detector
gain variation for each column, therefore the photon response non-uniformity (PRNU)
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Figure 5.18: Estimated SNR in spatial domain for each emission line at night time with
20 rows binning, 840 pixels for each row. The SNR is defined by the intensity of each
emission line divided by the the standard derivation σ of the AWGN. 13 night glow
emission lines inside the filter range are considered, the mean intensity of each line is
about 8×108 photons cm−2sr−1s−1 for each 2 km layer.
Table 5.1: Uncertainty estimation on the spectral intensity
Component Item Uncertainty Remarks
Detector PRNU - calibrated
offset - DC component
Flatfield envelope variation - spectral broadening
Image distortion ILS 0-2% integrated intensity
Phase distortion ILS 0-2% integrated intensity
Filter Ghosts correction 0.2% -
Visibility calibration saturation effect 0% - 2% 6 emission lines
sampling number 1% 500-700 pixels
will also not affect the obtained interferogram. The detector offset serve as added noise
on the obtained interferogram. This offset pattern is usually not modulated, therefore
it only contributes to DC component or low spatial frequency components in frequency
domain. If the emission lines for temperature retrieval are not placed in the low spatial
frequency region, their corresponding spectra will not be deviated by the detector offset
even without subtraction.
The flatfield is affected by the anomalies presented in the optical components, e.g.
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Figure 5.19: Estimated SNR in spectral domain with different apodization functions.
Similar to Figure 5.18, each row contains 840 pixels, and 20 rows are binned to improve
the SNR. The spectral leakage and the interference from other emission lines are not
considered in this evaluation.
the intrinsic pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation. This non-uniformity will produce addi-
tional multiplicative factor on the obtained interferogram as a localized effect. The flat-
field of this instrument mainly exhibits a decrease of the interferogram intensity away
from the optical center. This effect leads to the spectral broadening effect, which is
similar to the result of adding window functions. If the flatfield of the instrument is not
well corrected, instead of obtaining a line spectrum for an ideal emission line, its in-
tensity will be redistributed around its original frequency position (similar to spectrum
in Figure 4.10). Nevertheless, the emission intensity is expected to be the same when
integrated over the spectral range.
In view of image distortion correction, the purpose is to correct for the geo-
information deviation and the corresponding phase variation induced by the optical dis-
tortion effect. Simulation results indicate that the one-parameter division model can
provide the correction accuracy within 1.5 pixels for the largest distortion, the vertical
error scales with its square root accordingly. Therefore, the maximal deviation after
the image distortion correction based on one parameter division model is about one
pixel (0.1 km) for the altitude information. The integrated spectral intensities with and
without image distortion correction reveal about 2% deviation.
The phase distortion correction applied in this work mainly aims to correct for the
local phase variation of the fringe pattern. Since the on ground calibration was made
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in the laboratory at room temperature, the real phase of the generated interferogram in
orbit varies under different temperature and pressure conditions. The lack of phase cor-
rection results in the change of the spectral shape, the spectral information may spread
to adjacent frequency bins when the overall phase variation is larger than 2pi . Based on
the instrument characterization, a total intensity change of about 2% for the integrated
spectrum is expected with and without phase distortion correction (Figure 5.11). An
alternative approach is to extract the phase information based on the in-orbit measure-
ments if the emission lines can be well separated in spectral domain.
The spatial frequency of the heterodyned fringe pattern generated by the crossed
wavefronts has the symmetric property around its Littrow position. The emission lines
with the same distance to the Littrow wavenumber will consequently produce the same
spatial frequency, which will therefore interfere each other in spectral domain. This
effect can be reduced by setting the optical filter passband to one side the Littrow to
filter out the mirrored emission lines. The ghost removal technique based on 2D Four-
ier transform can further reduce this leakage effect for an tilted interferogram. Exper-
imental result (Figure 5.13) shows almost identical spectra (with deviation less than
0.2%) between the original input emission line and the ghost removed signal from a
composed interferogram. When the measured emission lines are not located at very low
spatial frequency region, the ghosts can be well removed without modifying the real
spectral information.
For the AtmoSHINE instrument, the drop of the signal visibility at higher spatial
frequencies is mainly associated with the system MTF change, especially on the de-
tector optics, as shown in Section 5.7. This response curve might vary under different
temperature and pressure conditions. Due to the limited time for final payload delivery,
the instrument calibration experiment was not fully carried out covering all the possible
situations. Additional in-orbit calibration procedure is needed when the payload envir-
onment, especially the temperature of the spectrometer, does not fit to the laboratory
condition.
The saturation effect in the interferogram center area (Figure 5.6 ) creates additional
integer harmonic components in spectral domain, which shows a fluctuation up to 5%
on the secondary harmonic. Note that this effect is more evident for the emission line
with wavelength below 763 nm. The major emission lines chosen for the temperature
retrieval are located between 763.3 nm and 764.3 nm, where the harmonic effect on the
calibration matrix is about 2%. In practice, the payload can be tilted slightly downward
to use the less saturated rows in the observation. Excluding the conditioned system
visibility variation on the temperature and the saturation effect on part of the measured
interferograms, the overall visibility variation reveals about 1% deviation when different
number of samples (500-700 pixels) are included.
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Chapter 6
In orbit verification
The AtmoSHINE instrument was successfully deployed on 22th of December 2018
from the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center (JSLC) into a sun-synchronous orbit. This
chapter mainly shows some preliminary information for this mission and the corres-
ponding first light results. This experiment is deemed as a successful in orbit verification
mission for instrument functionality test and data processing. Based on the developed
algorithms and the calibration procedures, Level-0 and Level-1 results for a set of meas-
urements are shown accordingly. This mission highlights the ability of the AtmoSHINE
instrument to resolve the emission lines inside the O2A-band, and the potential ability
for further temperature measurements and gravity wave detections.
6.1 AtmoSHINE onboard the satellite
6.1.1 Mission introduction
The flight opportunity of the AtmoSHINE instrument was given as a rideshare (second-
ary) payload onboard a technical verification satellite (Hongyun project) for the low-
orbit broadband communication. The satellite was launched into a sun-synchronous
low Earth orbit of about 1067 km altitude. The orbit inclination angle is 99.78◦ during
the designed mission lifetime of at least one year. The satellite platform offers a pointing
accuracy of 0.4◦, which corresponds to a tangent altitude uncertainty of about 25 km.
The stability of the attitude can be controlled at least within 0.01◦/s, which corresponds
to about 0.6 km altitude uncertainty in the observation. The knowledge of the satellite
attitude is about one order of magnitude better.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.1 for the instrument onboard the satellite platform,
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installed outside the main chamber, the AtmoSHINE is viewing to the left side with
respect to the satellite flight direction, which is the back side of the solar panels. The
size of the AtmoSHINE payload is about 400 mm×112 mm× 141 mm. The instrument
was mounted about 30◦ degree below horizontal direction to view the earth limb, and
is dedicated for the night glow observation. In order to operate the detector at low
temperature, the detector is cooled separately by a passive radiator unit. A heating pad
is attached to the cover of the electronics box, which will be switched on in case the
instrument temperature gets colder than the nominal operational condition.
Figure 6.1: Model demonstration of the AtmoSHINE instrument onboard the satellite
platform, with an angle of around 30◦ downward looking to the earth limb. The instru-
ment is placed on the backside of the solar panels.
In nominal observation mode, the AtmoSHINE instrument is facing the Earth limb
to observe the O2A-band emission lines at around 90 km at nighttime. The deep-space
observation mode allows the detector dark current to be measured in orbit, which re-
quires a satellite roll maneuver of at least 5◦ so that the instrument line of sight (LOS) is
pointed to the deep space. Additional operation opportunities are the nadir observation
towards a specified earth surface for the radiometric calibration, and the astronomical
target observations (stars, Mars, moon) for the radiometric and LOS calibration. The
integration time and region of interest (ROI) shall be adjusted for different observation
modes.
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6.1.2 Satellite launch and the first light
The satellite was launched on 22th of December 2018 at 0:51 CET using the Long
March 11 carrier rocket from the JSLC in north-western China (Figure 6.2). The first
in orbit test of the AtmoSHINE instrument was carried out on the following days. The
actual orbit has a perigee of about 1062 km and a apogee of about 1078 km. The orbit
period is about 106.5 minutes. The initial test results revealed that the payload worked
nominally within the expectation.
Figure 6.2: Launch of the AtmoSHINE instrument onboard the satellite using the Long
March 11 carrier rocket on Dec 22, 2018.
In order to verify the accuracy of the satellite attitude and the instrument observation
functionality, the ROI was set to be the maximal and different integration times were
tested in the first phase. Figure 6.3 shows the satellite trajectory in a global map with
measurements for different integration times. The frame time between each image was
set two seconds longer than the integration time for a successful readout routine. In
this test, a small amount of data acquired contains unexpected fringe patterns, which is
assumed to be related to the unsynchronization problem during frame communication.
Two representative interferograms obtained during the observations are selected
and shown in Figure 6.4 for the O2A-band nightglow measurements at different geo-
locations. The brightest vertical “barber poles” displayed at both image centers corres-
pond to the location of the zero-order interference. Besides the detector dark current
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Figure 6.3: Geolocation of the AtmoSHINE first measurements obtained on 23 Dec,
2018. ROI is the full detector size. The first orbit contains measurements with 4s
integration time, the second orbit contain measurements with: 1s, 2s, 8s, 16s, 32s.
effect, the hot pixels shown in Figure 6.4(a) result from high energy particles hitting on
the detector as the satellite passed by the south Atlantic anomaly (SAA) region. The
localizations of the emission layers in the two interferograms are not exactly identical,
which is likely associated with the altitude variation due to the non-ideal spherical shape
of the Earth and the inhomogeneity of the atmosphere. An additional object can be seen
in Figure 6.4(b) along with its ghost, which is more or less symmetrically reflected
over the image center. Notice that the slightly tilt of the interferogram is caused by the
rotation of the gratings.
6.2 Data analysis
6.2.1 Dark current
The full range of the detector readout in the first phase contains dark regions on the
detector boundary, which are not illuminated directly. They are considered to be unaf-
fected by the stray light effect during observations. To study the dark current behavior
in orbit, these regions are selected from several frames under different integration time
configurations, as shown in Figure 6.5(a) for the histogram. The plot with 32s integ-
ration time shows more deviated distribution than other measurements, which is most
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(a) Interferogram without strong stray light (b) Interferogram with stray light
Figure 6.4: Full frame (1160*1972 pixels) interferograms taken at different geoloca-
tions. (a): Interferogram taken at 94.2◦ W 38.2◦ S, 32s integration time. (b): Inter-
ferogram taken at 13.8◦ W 80.1◦ S, 16s integration time. Red dashes lines indicate the
selected area (840*840 pixels) for later analysis.
likely associated with the radiation effect in the SAA region.
If the “hot pixels” on the detector are caused by the radiation effect, their positions
are considered to be varying in different measurements. The radiation effect can there-
fore be suppressed in the dark current characterization by taking the median value from
different frames. Figure 6.5(b) displays the dark current profile with respect to different
integration times averaged over pixels. A linear regression analysis indicates a gradi-
ent (dark current) of 0.068 count/s at −17◦C measured by the detector internal sensor.
This value is considered to be several orders of magnitude lower than the intensity of
the emission lines, therefore its noise in spectral domain can be neglected even without
correction. The estimated bias shows the averaged detector fixed pattern of about 88.85
counts, which is almost identical to the characterized value on ground.
6.2.2 Radiometric calibration
Unlike a typical grating spectrometer, the radiometric calibration of the SHS instru-
ment can be carried out in spatial domain along with the instrument flatfield correction.
For the AtmoSHINE instrument, the ACU built up for the flatfield measurement did
not cover the whole FOV. Under this circumstance, the radiometric calibration is im-
plemented based on the calibration matrix derived from the Blackbody measurement
(Section 5.1). The zero-order interference patterns from the blackbody measurements
are replaced by a series of interpolated points (Figure 6.6). The equivalent photons ar-
riving on the instrument can be estimated via multiplying this calibration matrix after
the detector fixed pattern removal.
Figure 6.7(a) shows the performance of implementing the radiometric calibration on
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Figure 6.5: (a): Intensity distribution of the dark (shielded) pixels. (b): Signal intensity
at different integration times. The median values are used for the representation, which
are taken from a set of frames with the same integration time to reduce the radiation
effect. Regression analysis shows a gradient of 0.068 count/s and a bias of 88.85 counts.
the selected areas shown in Figure 6.4(a). The calibration converts the detector digital
number to the corresponding photons arriving at the instrument. The inhomogeneity of
the recorded limb radiance after correction is significantly improved, especially on two
sides of the interferograms. In the limb sounding observation, each row on the detector
records the emissions from different layers integrated along the LOS, the lower half of
the image is therefore brighter than the upper half (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 6.6: (a): Radiometric measurement from the Blackbody emission characterized
on ground. (b): Corrected radiometric response matrix, the zero-order interference re-
gions are replaced by a series of interpolated points with polynomial approximation for
each row.
As displayed in Figure 6.8 for the signals of different rows, the curved intensity dis-
tributions become relative stable after the calibration. Besides the measurement uncer-
tainty in the calibration matrix, the gradual incline or decline may indicate an inhomo-
geneous field of the atmospheric scene. Note that the implementation of the instrument
radiometric calibration also flats the corresponding envelope of the fringe pattern (Sec-
tion 5.8.2), the spectral broadening caused by the non-uniformity of the optical system
is accordingly suppressed.
As shown in Figure 6.7(b), an object in the upper half of the image is mirrored to its
lower half. This is suspected to be the moon outside the FOV as a source of stray light. A
rough estimation based on the geometry indicates that the diameter of the moon imaged
on the detector corresponds to about 335 pixels, which fits quite well to the size of this
object. The lunar phase at the measured time was nearly full (>95 % at 0h33mins, Dec
23, 2018). The radiation from the moon also partly spreads over the O2A-band emission
layer, the counted photons in this region are larger than the unaffected area.
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(a) Radiometric calibration for the interferogram in Figure 6.4(a)
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(b) Radiometric calibration for the interferogram in Figure 6.4(b)
Figure 6.7: Radiometric calibration of the interferograms on the selected region in Fig-
ure 6.4. Left subplots: interferograms recorded on the detector in counts. Right sub-
plots: interferograms after radiometric calibration in number of photons.
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Figure 6.8: Radiometric calibration performance at different rows in Figure 6.4(a).
Black curves correspond to the recorded interferogram intensity in counts (DNs), red
curves correspond to the estimated photons on the instrument in number of photons.
The detector fixed pattern is subtracted before radiometric calibration. For each sub-
plot, 20 rows are binned to improve the SNR.
6.2.3 Spectral analysis
The interferograms obtained in space have to go through a series of corrections before
they are converted to the calibrated spectrum for scientific analysis. Since the paramet-
ers such as the temperature and pressure of the instrument characterized on ground may
be different from those in the actual space environment, the verification of the corres-
ponding correction procedures in orbit is also necessary. This part of the thesis analyzes
the impact of these correction techniques on the accuracy of the spectrum obtained in
orbit.
In orbit dark current measurements can be obtained via deep space observation by
adjusting the attitude of the satellite. So far, the AtmoSHINE instrument has not applied
such an observation mode. Nevertheless, through analyzing the in orbit data, the tem-
perature of the detector is usually below −15◦C. Under this condition, the dark current
generated by the detector is much lower than the received photons from the nominal
limb radiance. Operating under the manual calibration mode, the correction of the de-
tector effect only requires the subtraction of the detector offset. Afterwards, corrections
in spatial domain including the image distortion correction, the phase correction and the
ghost removal are implemented before Fourier transform. The filter curve (A.4) and the
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visibility variation are later calibrated in spectral domain.
Figure 6.9 shows the converted spectra with and without ghost correction based on
2-D Fourier transformation. The uncorrected spectral intensity shows an overall higher
intensity than the corrected one, especially in the shorter wavelength region (lower spa-
tial frequency). Due to the filter characteristic, part of the emissions from the other
side of Littrow also contributes to the converted spectrum, which results in the devi-
ation of the spectral intensity and the deformation of the spectral shape. In this case, the
correction of the ghost lines is essential to retrieve the atmospheric parameters.
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Figure 6.9: Converted spectra from Figure 6.7(a) (after radiometric calibration) with
(red) and without (black) ghost removal. 20 rows around the highest emission layer are
binned to improve the SNR. The fringe patterns are Hamming apodized and zero padded
before FFT. Dashed blue and orange lines represent the simulated O2A-band emission
from shorter and longer wavelength side of the Littrow.
Note that the intensities of the emission lines in each pair are partly reversed to some
extent at longer wavelengths, which does not occur in the theoretical simulations under
normal atmospheric temperatures without considering the real ILS. As characterized on
ground (Figure 5.10 in Section 5.4, Appendix A.5), a combination of the image distor-
tion and localized phase distortion enables most of the distortion effect to be corrected.
The temperature sensors on the optics reveal that the operational temperature in orbit is
more than 40 K lower than the room temperature for calibration. This might result in
the change of the overall phase distribution. This effect could be further verified with
the qualification model (QM) in the lab. To maintain the total energy inside each line
pair, adjacent emission lines should be combined in the temperature retrieval. Once
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the emission lines for real measurements can be well separated one by one in spectral
domain, their phase functions can also be characterized and corrected in orbit.
6.2.4 SNR analysis
The estimation of the measurement SNR can be performed individually for each inter-
ferogram. In general, the measured noise is mainly caused by the detector dark current
noise and the shot noise counting incoming photons. For images that are integrated over
relative long time, the readout noise for each pixel can be negligible for the AtmoSHINE
instrument. The detector offset is roughly identical in each measurement and does not
cause uncertainty in the measurement of the modulated signals. Nevertheless, it should
be removed firstly in the SNR evaluation.
The interferogram with 32s integration time shown in Figure 6.7(a) after radiometric
calibration is used as a demonstration. The center 700 columns are utilized in the Four-
ier analysis, where the signal is binned over 20 rows around row 440 (highest emission
layer). Subtracting the detector bias, the remaining 5648 photons per pixel correspond
to the shot noise of
√
5648 ≈ 75 photons/pixel. Depending on the number of sampled
pixels, the SNR transmission rate from spatial to spectral domain is about
√
700
2 ≈ 18.7.
Accordingly, the noise on each DFT component can be estimated as 7518.7 ≈ 4 photon-
s/pixel. The equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) of applying the Hamming apodization
decreases the SNR to a factor of 1.36 (Table 4.1), which leads to an equivalent noise of
about 5.44 photons/pixel.
Considering 13 emission lines with wavelength between 762.2 nm and 765.0 nm
(Figure 6.9), the integrated intensity is about 2221 photons. The averaged emission
intensity for each line is around 170 counts. The corresponding SNR can be estim-
ated as 1705.44 ≈ 31.4 without binning. When 20 rows are binned, the SNR becomes
31.4×√20 ≈ 140. The equivalent SNR in spatial domain is about 139.718.7 ≈ 7.5 with 20
rows binning. This fits roughly to the simulated scenario with 32s integration at lower
detector temperature, as shown in Figure 5.18.
In a shot noise limited system, doubling the integration time in principle increases
the SNR by a factor of
√
2. Longer integration time generally requires higher stability
of the satellite attitude system and it also means a decrease in the spatial resolution.
Therefore, a trade-off between the SNR of the measured signal and the spatial resolution
of the image has to be made in practice. For an ideal O2A-band night glow observation
with 20 rows in each altitude bin, an amplitude error between 1% and 2% in spectral
domain corresponds to the integration time of around 10s to 20s.
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6.2.5 Limb radiance intercomparison
In this part, the limb radiance measurements obtained by the AtmoSHINE instrument
in the first test phase are compared with the data from the SCIAMACHY instrument,
which also measured the O2A-band emissions until 2012. Since the SCIAMACHY
measurements are not available for mesospheric night glow in the southern hemisphere
on December over years, an alternative profile is displayed for the averaged radiance at
32.5◦ S over different longitudes in September, 2005.
Two AtmoSHINE measurement examples are taken from Figure 6.7 after radiomet-
ric calibration. Ghosts from other side of Littrow are corrected before applying FFT.
The measured spectra between 762 nm and 765 nm (13 emission lines together) are
integrated for each row. Simulation results (as demonstrated in Figure 1.2) show that
the emission lines between 762 nm and 765 nm account for about 51% of the entire
O2A-band emissions. This factor is used to scale the AtmoSHINE measurement to the
whole O2A-band emissions. For AtmoSHINE measurments the peak emission rows on
the detector are in aligned with altitude 90 km in this demonstration.
As shown in Figure 6.10, the vertical profiles derived from two instruments are quite
similar, and the corresponding limb radiance stays within the same order of magnitude.
The measurements for altitude over 100 km near the south polar region exhibit an ad-
ditional offset, which might be associated with the stray light that has a continuous
spectrum, as suspected to be the moon effect in Figure 6.7(b). Note that the amount of
limb radiance estimated also depends on the utilized instrument spectral response func-
tion (optical filter and visibility), since only the modulated part of the emissions will be
counted in the measured spectrum.
6.2.6 Temperature retrieval
Under the local thermal equilibrium condition, the rotational temperature of the emis-
sion layer approximately equals to its kinetic temperature. The intensity of each
emission line in the vibration-rotation spectrum follows the temperature-dependent
Boltzmann distribution (Song et al., 2017):
ηrot = η
g′
Q(T )
Ai exp
(−hcE ′
kT
)
(6.1)
with h the Planck constant, c the speed of light and k the Boltzmann constant. E ′ and
g′ correspond to the upper state energy and degeneracy, respectively. Ai is the Einstein
coefficient of the transition, Q(T ) is the rotational partition function and η is the total
number density. Utilizing the paramters derived from the HITRAN database (Gordon
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Figure 6.10: Limb radiance of the estimated O2A-band emissions at different altitudes.
The AtmoSHINE measurements are taken at different longitudes/altitudes, the peak
emission rows on the detector are in aligned with altitude 90 km in the demonstration.
The profile from SCIAMACHY measurement is represented by the mean value at 37.5◦
S, averaged over different longitudes in September, 2005.
et al., 2017), the O2A-band spectrum can be generated at different temperatures via
simulation (Figure 1.2).
The retrieval of the rotational temperature can be categorized into two classes: the
direct calculation and the spectral fitting methods. Based on the former approach, the
temperature can be directly calculated based on the relative intensity of the emission
lines. This method is suitable when each line can be well distinguished, and the spec-
tral resolution of the instrument is relatively high. Considering the line shape of the
instrument and other broadening effects, using the spectral fitting method to retrieve the
rotational temperature is commonly more preferred in practice.
This section mainly focuses on the preliminary temperature retrieval results and their
accuracy associated with the effect of the relevant instrument characteristics. In order to
improve the SNR in this process, the upper and lower ten lines of the strongest radiation
row on the detector are binned, which corresponds to about 2 km altitude bin. Note that
this process does not include a forward model for the line path integral, so the converted
spectrum represents a superposition of the spectra at several heights.
For a preliminary comparison, a model is used to generate the temperature depend-
ent Boltzmann distribution of the O2A-band. In this process, the ILS in spectral domain
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is considered as Gaussian-like. Figure 6.11 shows the measured spectrum along with
the simulated spectra at different temperatures. The processor in spatial domain contains
most of calibration and correction steps shown previously, e.g. the detector offset re-
moval, radiometric calibration, interferogram and phase distortion correction and ghost
removal. In spectral domain, the spectral response functions including the visibility
function and the filter characteristic are corrected based on the measurement on ground.
The wavelength is recalibrated according to the measurements in space.
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Figure 6.11: Measured spectrum from Figure 6.4(a) and simulated spectra at different
temperatures. The spectra from the simulation are scaled approximately to the mean
intensity of the measured spectral pair between 763.2 nm and 763.6 nm. The upper and
lower ten lines of the strongest emission row (row 480 in 840 rows) on the detector are
binned.
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, the measured spectrum exhibits a redistribution of
energy from two separate lines in one pair. As a fair comparison, the simulated spectra
are scaled approximately to the mean intensity of the measured spectrum between 763.2
nm and 763.6 nm in the filter center region. The simulated spectra with higher temper-
atures display larger amount of photons at longer wavelength region, their partitions at
shorter wavelength are relatively small. Intuitively, the measured spectrum corresponds
to a lower atmospheric temperature.
Besides optimizing the temperature parameter, a scaling factor should also be in-
cluded in the optimization procedure to achieve the optimal result. As the ILS may not
be perfectly represented by an ideal Gaussian line shape, the broadening factor for each
emission line is set as a fixed value to avoid overfitting. To reduce the influence of the
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filter response curve on both sides of the roll-off (edge) area on the measurement uncer-
tainty, the emission lines within the relative flat area of the filter curve are selected: 5
line pairs between 762.5 nm and 764.5 nm. The simulated spectra are generated with the
same wavelength axis as that in the converted spectrum from real measurements. The
expected emission spectrum in each iteration is generated utilizing the forward model.
The 2-norm of the residual between the generated spectrum and the real measured one
are defined as the objective function.
As shown in Figure 6.12, the optimization on each spectral point results in a tem-
perature value of about 140 K. Due to the spectral leakage effect and the imperfect ILS,
the spectral components are spread outside the Gaussian-like region as the side lobe
effect. These components can hardly be captured by the spectral fitting method with an
ideal ILS. To reduce the impact of the irregular ILS, the sum of each integrated spec-
tral interval is used as the objective function. This optimization delivers relative higher
temperature values (145 K). In addition, accurate estimation also requires the removal
of the spectral offset, e,g, the background and the stray light effect.
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Figure 6.12: Spectra reconstructed with the optimized parameters including the scaling
factor. The red dashed curve shows the spectrum retrieved based on the residual for
each spectral point. The blue dashed curve uses the sum of each spectral interval as the
objective function, the boundaries are marked with the black dashed dots. 400 pixels
are used for the Fourier transform with Hamming apodization function.
Figure 6.13 displays a study on the relationship between the retrieved temperature
values and the number of pixels included in the Fourier analysis. The relative difference
of about 7K in the obtained temperatures utilizing the spectral and integral methods does
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not change significantly with the sampling number. The temperature results obtained
from the retrieval are relatively stable as long as no less than 400 samples are included
in the processing. For O2A-band spectrum, only two lines inside one pair share similar
temperature dependency, the intensity distribution differs remarkably between each line
pair at different temperatures. Stemmed from the limited spectral resolution for limited
number of samples, the retrieved temperatures become higher than the normal level due
to the interference between adjacent line pairs. Therefore, accurate temperature retrieval
requires at least different pairs of the emission lines to be separated in spectral domain.
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Figure 6.13: Temperature retrieval results with different number of samples for the
Fourier analysis. The sampled pixels are picked around the image center.
For the current in-orbit measurements, the uncertainty of the retrieved absolute tem-
perature may be mainly related to the utilized spectral response curve for the calibration.
Due to the limited time for on-ground characterization, the calibration could not cover
all possible conditions in space, especially for the instrument visibility and the filter
characteristics. Depending on the real orbit environment, the spectral response curve
may exhibit different behavior from that characterized in the laboratory. In this regard,
an alternative in orbit verification of the instrument spectral characteristics needs to be
implemented by the cross-calibration with the temperature products from other satellite
data covering the same area.
Chapter 7
Summary and outlook
7.1 Summary
The AtmoSHINE instrument is a miniaturized satellite payload based on the spatial
heterodyne spectroscopy for atmospheric temperature measurements in the MLT region.
The throughput for a field-widened spatial heterodyne spectrometer is typically more
than 2 orders of magnitude larger than for typical grating spectrometers of the same size.
This allows the interferogram to be measured with shorter integration time. The vertical
temperature profile can be derived from the spectrally resolved O2A-band emission in a
single 2D image according to their temperature dependent intensity distribution.
Characterization of a commercial COTS CMOS detector dark current, readout noise,
gain and offset shows that the detector parameters meet the product specifications
provided by the manufacturer. The detector chip has been qualified as part of this thesis
by laboratory measurements up to a radiation of 85 krads. This fulfills the requirement
of a three to five years low earth orbit mission. A blackbody and a specified calibration
unit were utilized under laboratory conditions for the study of several instrument char-
acteristics such as the radiometric performance, the instrument flatfield, the instrument
line shape, the image and phase distortion and the modulation efficiency function.
A data processing framework is developed for the AtmoSHINE data products up
to Level-1B. The level-0A processing chain mainly includes the spatial correction pro-
cedures sequentially applied on the measured interferograms. This processor includes
newly developed algorithms for the interferogram distortion correction (Liu et al., 2019)
and ghost removal, which have been verified to correct for the corresponding artifacts of
the instrument effectively. The emission spectrum after Level-1A processing (spectral
response correction and wavelength calibration) allows the temperature information to
be retrieved from its relative intensity distribution.
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The AtmoSHINE instrument was successfully deployed into orbit on 22th Decem-
ber, 2018. Data from the first in orbit test phase indicates that the instrument worked
nominally. The detector reveals similar performance as characterized on ground,
whereas the the radiation effect within the south Atlantic anomaly region is quite re-
markable. Applying the corresponding algorithms for the data processing, the emission
lines of interested in the O2A-band spectrum can be resolved. Due to the tight schedule,
the instrument was not calibrated for the environmental conditions of the first meas-
urement phase. Therefore, discrepencies seen between the in-orbit measurements and
the ground measurements are difficult to assess quantatively. A preliminary temperat-
ure retrieval using these measurements gave typical mesospheric values of that quantity.
Since not all instrument parameters could have been verified so far, the retrieval of
the atmospheric temperature can be carried out based on in orbit calibration with other
satellite data. As a precursor of future satellite payloads, the AtmoSHINE instrument
is deemed as a successful in orbit verification of this technique and provides valuable
measurements for further analysis.
7.2 Outlook
The measured data and the developed algorithms have shown potential scientific ap-
plications, which are applicable for real SHS measurements from space. Further work
is to automate the processing chain considering the needs for different observational
scenarios and real-time computation. Beside the standard measurements, dedicated cal-
ibration measurements are expected to be implemented, such as the deep-space observa-
tion and the astronomical target observation, to further characterize the instrument dark
current, line of sight and radiometric performance in orbit.
Based on the experience gained from this mission, the next generation of this in-
strument may be improved in some aspects. The internal and external stray light effect
should be further verified and improved in the further design. The optical distortion of
the system should be reduced so that the instrument line shape does not exhibits a strong
side lobe effect. Laboratory characterization of the instrument should cover as much as
possible the in-orbit conditions, especially for the characterization of the temperature
dependent visibility function and filter curve.
The launch of the AtmoSHINE payload marks the start of the development of an
improved six-unit (6U) CubeSat, the AtmoCube A1 (Olschewski et al., 2019). In this
concept, an albedo cloud camera will be included to detect the stray light reflected
from lower atmospheric clouds. The agility of the CubeSat enables the measurement
on specific regions from different viewing angles. The 3-D atmospheric volume and
the gravity wave structures can be characterized based on horizontally sweeping the
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instrument LOS from different angles (Song et al., 2018). This finally leads to a CubeSat
constellation concept for further observations.
Appendix A
A.1 Amplitude estimation
A signal composed of several sinus functions with different phase shift parameter can be written
as:
I(x) =
K
∑
i=1
A(i)cos(ωix+ϕi) (A.1)
where ωi = 2pi fi represents the frequency of the signal, the relationship can also be written as a
sum of sinus and cosinus function for each frequency component:
I(x) =
K
∑
i=1
(Ac (i)cos(ωix)+As (i)cos(ωix)) (A.2)
where the original amplitude and phase can be recovered by two components as:
A(i) =
√
Ac2 (i)+As2 (i), ϕi = tan−1
(
As (i)
Ac (i)
)
(A.3)
Considering a measurement sequence on the detector I = [I (0) , I (1) , . . . , I (N−1)]T ∈
RN×1, each measurement can be divided into a combination of sinus and cosinus function:
I(x) =
K
∑
k=1
AcVc+AsVs (A.4)
where Vc and Vs are vectors representing a combination of cosine and sine functions, separately.
The parameter matrix H ∈ RN×2K can be represented as:
H =
[
cos1(0ωi) sin1(0ωi) cos2(0ωi) sin2(0ωi) ... ... cosK(0ωi) sinK(0ωi)
cos1(1ωi) sin1(1ωi) cos2(1ωi) sin2(1ωi) ... ... cosK(1ωi) sinK(1ωi)
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
cos1((N−1)ωi) sin1((N−1)ωi) cos2((N−1)ωi) sin2((N−1)ωi) ... ... cosK((N−1)ωi) sinK((N−1)ωi)
]
(A.5)
Therefore, the measurement can be expressed in matrix form as I = HA where A =
102
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[Ac1,As1,Ac2,As2, . . . ,AcN ,AsN ]
T ∈ R2K×1. The amplitude vector can be estimated from the para-
meter matrix H and measurements I by the least square :
A =
(
HTH
)−1 HT I (A.6)
accordingly, the amplitude and phase for each component can be recovered. Notice that this es-
timation is equivalent to the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) when the noise is AWGN.
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A.2 O2A-band emission lines inside the filter range
This appendix shows several O2A-band emission lines inside the AtmoSHINE filter range
between 762 nm and 765 nm. The corresponding spatial frequencies on the grating and on the
detector are estimated based on the characterization results on ground, as indicated in Section
5.6.
Table A.1: O2A-band emission lines inside the AtmoSHINE filter range
Wavelength Wavenumber Spatial frequency (grating) Spatial frequency (detector)
nm cm−1 fringes/cm fringes/cm
762.31 13118.04 28.69 49.47
762.54 13114.10 36.79 63.44
762.66 13112.02 41.07 70.81
762.91 13107.63 50.09 86.37
763.03 13105.62 54.23 93.50
763.31 13100.82 64.09 110.51
763.43 13098.85 68.14 117.49
763.73 13093.66 78.81 135.89
763.84 13091.71 82.82 142.80
764.17 13086.13 94.29 162.57
764.28 13084.20 98.26 169.42
764.63 13078.22 110.55 190.61
764.74 13076.32 114.46 197.34
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A.3 Global coverage
The satellite data received in the first test phase covers a latitude range from 80◦ S to 60◦ N
with 4s integration time. Figure A.1 shows layer-wise intensity variation in the received detector
counts at different altitudes and latitudes. Each analyzed interferogram contains 840*840 pixels,
the intensity of each row is shown for the averaged value over columns. In this comparison, the
ghost removal technique is implemented to separate the emissions from two sides of Littrow.
Figure A.1 (b) represents the measured emissions between 762.2 nm and 765.0 nm. Figure A.1
(c) contains the modulated emission lines that are smaller than the Littrow wavelength.
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Figure A.1: Row-wise emission intensity measured at different satellite latitudes.
The detector offsets are removed. Negative/positive latitude values correspond to the
south/north hemisphere. Detector row 0 represents the upper altitude region, row
800 represents the lower altitude region. (a): Total emission intensity. (b): Emis-
sions between 762.2 nm and 765.0 nm. (c): Emissions from other side of the Littrow
wavelength (<761.2 nm).
Figure A.1 (a) shows quite strong global inhomogeneity, especially in the south polar re-
gion. According to the orbit simulation result, although the tangent point was not illuminated
by the sun light, the sun light covered part of the instrument LOS. Other possible reasons are
the reflected moon light from the sun, or the aurora effect in the polar region that generate more
O2A-band emissions. Taking the Fourier transform on the row 250 in Figure A.1 (a), the cor-
responding spectrum (Figure A.2) do not show prominent O2A-band spectral characteristics. Its
spectrum can be considered as the background spectrum in the O2A-band measurements.
A major constituent of the signal presented in the lower image region (around row 700 in
Figure A.1 (a)) may be the stray light (scatting) effect, which mirrors the radiation that should
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Figure A.2: Converted spectra from Figure 6.7(b) at different rows, 20 rows are binned
to improve the SNR. Row 250 corresponds to the row containing stray light out of field.
Row 500 represents a strong emission layer in the O2A-band. Row 700 is taken at the
lower image region where the interference pattern still apears in the presence of the stray
light effect.
have been presented in the upper part of the interferogram. This effect might be the ice particles
of the polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs) in the polar summer mesosphere region as the scattering
effect (Pérot et al., 2010). This is considered to be a kind of stray light effect outside the
instrument and has to be verified with more measurements in orbit. Row 700 in Figure A.2 only
contains a small portion of O2A-band emission lines. It is speculated that most of the O2A-band
emissions from lower layers are blocked or scattered by the PMCs.
Since the satellite is operating approximately in a circular orbit, the variation in the tangent
point altitude is mainly associated with the Earth radius at different locations. The faint emission
layers around the equator shown in Figure A.1 (c) stay at around row 400, whereas the center
emission layers in polar regions locates at around row 600. This difference corresponds to a
tangent altitude change of about 20 km. As the Earth equatorial radius is around 22km longer
than its polar radius, the O2A-band emission layers recorded on the detector is expected to be
lower at polar regions. A satellite orbit simulation shows that the tangent point variation is about
20 km under this orbit condition, which fits to this emission layer variation on the detector at
different rows.
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The response function of the optical filter integrated inside the AtmoSHINE instrument was
characterized based on the ACU calibration setup (Figure 5.3). In the experiment, the output
power of the tunable laser was monitored by connecting the other end of the optical fiber splitter
to a power meter. For each tested wavelength, the energy of the tunable laser was manually
adjusted to be identical. Figure A.3 shows the relative response of the filter functions in the
region of interest.
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Figure A.3: Filter response functions characterized using different regions of the in-
terferograms for AtmoSHINE instrument. Response curve marked with “AtmoSHINE
whole” uses 840 × 840 pixels in the interferogram center region. “AtmoSHINE up-
per”and“AtmoSHINE lower” takes 100 × 100 pixels with the same readout column
in “AtmoSHINE whole” while starting from row 200 and row 600, respectively. The
curve labeled with “spare part” shows the response curve of another filter sample manu-
factured in the same batch process. A theory curve provided by the manufacturer is also
plotted in the dashed curve.
The filter curve obtained from the overall interferogram, or from the lower region of the
interferogram, indicates a shift to shorter wavelength region. Conversely, the filter center
wavelength obtained from the upper part of the image is closer to the theoretical calculation.
It is speculated that this effect is associated with the incident angle to the instrument after the
ACU due to misalignment in the calibration setup. Later experiments (made after the delivery of
the AtmoSHINE instrument) also indicate that when the incident angle has a deviation of more
than 5 degrees, the corresponding blue shift is quite remarkable.
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Another optical filter sample, manufactured in the same batch process, is utilized for further
verification. Since this filter can be tested independently from the integrated instrument, the
corresponding filter function can be characterized by illuminating the detector in the presence
or absence of the filter. Compared with the theoretically simulated curve, the one measured on
ground reveals a slight decrease in the flat-top short-wave region. In addition, the reception of the
radiation to the left of the cutoff wavelength (<760 nm) is also evident. This leakage effect agrees
with the spectrum components in the measurements in orbit without ghost correction (Figure
6.9). Subsequent data analysis shows that using the filter curve obtained from the characterized
“spare part” can deliver more reasonable atmospheric temperature information.
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A.5 Composed spectrum with ACU
In this section, several interferograms generated using the ACU setup are superposed to produce
the spectrum containing multiple signals. For each interferogram, 700 pixels in the center area is
chosen, the Hanning, Hamming and Blackman apodization functions are evaluated. The image
distortion and phase distortion are implemented before spectral analysis.
Figure A.4 shows the converted spectra (row 420) from Hanning windowed interferogram
when different correction procedures are applied. Similar plots for Hamming apodization func-
tion and Blackman apodization function are shown in Figure A.5 and Figure A.6. When the
emission lines are closely located within the FWHM of each spectral line, the interference
between the emission lines lead to the redistribution of the spectral intensities. A small left
side lobe can be seen in the spectra without any correction. This side lobe effects are almost
removed for the measured wavelength up to 764.7 nm after applying both correction techniques.
The composed spectra are then fitted based on a mixed model containing multiple Gaus-
sian profiles. As shown in Figure A.7, each spectral component can be distinguished from the
multiple emission spectrum. The mean amplitude estimation is about 3% for the dense located
spectrum in Figure A.7(a), and about 1.5% for the sparse located spectrum (Figure A.7(b)). The
amplitude deviation for single fitted spectrum (Figure A.7(c)) is about 0.9%.
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(b) Hanning, image distortion correction
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Figure A.4: Composed spectrum with Hanning apodization function, in comparison
with individual emission line.
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(b) Hamming, image distortion correction
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Figure A.5: Composed spectrum with Hamming apodization function.
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(b) Blackmann, image distortion correction
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Figure A.6: Composed spectrum with Blackman apodization function.
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(a) Gaussian fitted spectrum with dense components
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(b) Gaussian fitted spectrum with sparse components
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(c) Gaussian fitted spectrum with two components
Figure A.7: Composed spectrum with Hanning apodization function. The Gaussian
parameters are derived from each element in the fitted spectrum. (a) Composed dense
spectrum. (b) Composed sparse spectrum
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